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HOW THE ENGLISH ARE QUELLING
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Immigration and Appropriation Bills Keep House
Quite Busy.

.

Washington, June 25. The? senate
today passed a Mil regulating Jury
service In New Mexico, after Senator
Spooner on behalf of the judiciary
committee had withdrawn an amendment suggested by the committee,
which made It necessary that all jury,
men in that territory should speak
English. Spooner was the author of
the amendment and prevailed upon
the committee to accept it. He stated
today that the attorney general had
told him that In ten out of the twenty-fiv- e
counties in the territory It would
be Impossible to secure a Jury If the
amendment should become a law. In
those ten counties, it is, he said,
about absolutely necessary for the
courts 16: employ interpreters in all
matters going before a jury. He
therefore withdrew the amendment
and asked that the bill be passed.
There was no objection and the bill
went through minus the amendment.
Can't Regulate Insurance.
Congress has no right to regulate
insurance, according to the senate
committee on Judiciary. A report to
that effect was made by Senator
Spooner today. The committee promised to give reasons later.
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to Be Indicted Greatly Needed by Army
Unless Satisfactory Ex
in Its Maneuvers and

planation Is Given.

DUN WILL

KANSAS

4!

Kiel, June 23. Emperor William
iuvited Congressman and Mrs. Long-wort- h
to take tea with him on bis
American built yacht Meteor this af- ternoon. Mrs. I.ongworth said that
one of the objects 'of their visit to
Kiel was to see the yacht she chris- tened Mr. and Mrs. Longworth were
entertained by the emperor yesterday
at dinner on the Hamburg.
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Practicing.
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Illegal Voters to Penn-AII- entown, Pa., Scene of Mob
Violence.
Chicago, Juno 23. Indictments of
the presidents and leading omclals of
various Chicago traction companies
will be sought by Mayor Dunne, If
satisfactory
explanations
aro not
given him concerning the recent
laid at the door of the street
railway corporatiens.
Dr. Duty, superintendent of the street car service, notified the mayor tnat within
fifty days twenty-on- e
persons
had
been killed by cars In the city,
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MARRIAGE IN HIGH
SALVATION ARMY RANKS
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25. Commander
June
and Miss Minnie Reid
were married today at the Salvation
Army citadel. General Booth officiated.

Imdon,
er

IN SANTA FE
BURNING A ZULU KRAAL IN NATAL.
ENGINEERING DEPARTMENT
Reports from South Africa aJmost daily tell of sharp fight between the rebellious Zulus. Sklrmlshfng parTopeka, June 25. The official an
nouncement will shortly be made of a ties of the colonial troops are racing over the country surprising villages from which the warriors are absent
of the engineering
and burning the huts.
forces of the Sant Fe railway which
active
from
retirement
involves the
work of James Dun, chief engineer of largest, etc., lodges marching In the
NEWS OF MATTERS
the entire system, and the elevation parade. Some of the uniforms are ex- POLITICAL FIELD
of F. B. Storey, Jr., now chief engi- ceedingly rich and tasteful, and the
neer of the system proper, to the po display will undoubtedly be unusually
IN AMERICAN LIFE
INTERESTING NAVY
sition now held by Dun. Dun will be attractive. The order is the largest
Storey
engineer.
consulting
made
military Catholic organization and
probably will be succeeded by Charles lodges from all parts of the United
La Follette Desolution Passed.
greatest
s
Washington, June 25. The senate A. Mosse. One of Dun
States will be represented in the par- Mayor Tom Johnson! Will Pre- Two Cadets Guilty of Misbepieces of work is the famous Helen ade. The conclave will last four days.
Today passed La Follette's joint reso"cut-offlution extending the scope of inquiry
The local knights have made extenhavior While Absent From
side at Proposed 'Bryan
now being conducted by the Interstate
sive preparations tor the event and
LOCK
ENGINEER
PRACTICAL
program
Commerce Commission under the Till
interesting
an
arranged
have
Reception.1
Academy Will Not
SELECTED FOR PANAMA
resolution, so as to
Washington, June 25. Joseph W. for the conclave.
have It include transportation and
Ripley, general superintendent of the
storage of grains.
Sault Ste. Mrle locks, has been named COURT SUSTAINS DEHENRY WATTERSON SPEAKER! BE DISMISSED THEREFROM
by Chief Engineer John H. Stevens of
MEMBERS MUST ATTEND
as
CASE
MURRER
GALLUP
IN
commission
canal
STRICTLY TO BUSINESS the Isthmian
25.
Washington,
Speaker special engineer for work in designing
June
Cannon delivered a mild lecture to the and conslrtrcting locks on the Panama
Abraham Lincoln Democrat League Speculation Is Rife About f uilding
members of the house today, by stat canal.
Judge Ablott this morning sus- i
the Battleships Michigan and
Is Name of New Labor Party
ing that in these closing days of the
talned the demurrer in the Gal- present session more business of vital
case,
ruling
a
4
j I lup election
that
Single Tax Organization.
importance to the nation will be tran
loitt Carolina.
tax payer had no right to bring "
sacted than in any previous three
action to test th title- of offiee
months, and it Is absolutely necessary
of any official elected by the peo- - 1
t
nv..s.
Xew York, Juno 25. The two cadthat close attention shall be given on
New York, June 23.- .uaj
K'i 1 Will L.
pie. This is a first victory for
the part of members to the business
Cleveland,
of
Johnson,
accepted ets, Duller and Ferris, the former
has
counCity's
new
city
Carbon
the
in hand, to which Justice cannot be
cil, and practically throws
the
tne invitation to t reside at a recen- - from New Jersey, and the latWr from
done unless it is closely observed.
Uiitl'alo, X. Y., June 25. The city is
who misbehaved themselves
case out of court for the tfime beItion to William J. Bryan et Madison Alabama,
By unanimous consent it was deon tnelrway bacK to West Point frcm
ing. The court maintained
handsomely decorated in honor of the'
that
on
Bryan's
cided that the house shall sit from 8 thousands
Square,
return
this
to
a visit to the Metropolitan .Museum of
members of the Catholic,
the question was one to be
to 11 tonight in committee of the order ,of theof uniformed
brought up by the attorney gen- f country. Henry Watterson will de-'- Ant in tnis cay, will not be dismissed,
Knights of St.
whole to frame a bill to simplify the
are here to attend the n;teral of the territory in the way
liver the address on behalf cf the which was their sentence nt the hands
law in relation to collecting the rev John, who
court martial wnich recently
of a quo warranto to proceedconclave and meeting of the
Alexander Troup, of New Ha-- of tne,hem
.south.
enues. It has been decided to permit tional
ings.
at tne Mili,ar' Academy.
of the order.
ven. Conn.wl.l speak. 'for tue east. ""
no political speeches to be delivered supreme conimandery
The cases a vq of more than ordiu- Whether ihe prestige involved
t o.i fnr
From early this morning bodies of the
x
!Th
,ha
on this bill.
in the ofllre of the city council
brilliantly uniformed knights, accomnorth have not vet been announced. ary Interest, for the reason that it was
Immigration Bill Taken Up.
or Gallup is of sufficient magniclaimed by tho accused cadets that
panied by military bands, marched
Dalzell of Pennsylvania from the through
they had been tried under the wrong
tude to be worthy of tlio bring
the city to their respective
TAX
SINGLE
LAND
AND
committee on rules today reported the headquarters
paragraph of itho academic regular
ing of quo warranto proceedings
and the streets were
OF
rule taking up the immigration bill.
OWNERSHIP
UTILITIES.
lions. It was admitted that they had
of people, who 4 remains to be seen. Colonel K.
The rule provides for three hours of lined with thousands
25.
New York, June
The advice of misbehaved themselves, but it was inV. Dobson, who appeared lor r .
marching knights with en- rule. greeted theapplause.
debnte under the
President Gompers of the American sisted that tho nlleged offense took
clerk of Gal- W. Meyers,
The main streets,
thuslastic
This rule was adopted by 131 to 50, through
1'
edirauon of lalor to affiliated place while they were still on duly,
lup, in the suit, which was diswhich the parade of the
and the house at once went into comunions to gj into independent poll mu claim being made that the trip
are t qualified by the sustaining
mittee of the whole for consideration knights will march this afternoon, protics is likely to bo follower by other back to New York Included the per- the demurrer by the court was
particularly attractive witn tneir
of the immigration bill.
oouies in mis city tuan mo cemrai lod ot actm,i instruction of which a
seen this afternoon, but ho did
fusion of flags and bunting and their
hederated union. The Abraham Liu - part wag a vislt t0 tlle museum. The
not know what his client would
graceful triumphal arches and the
APPROPRIATION BILLS
coin
Democratic league of whica ' - subject has been tho occasion of much
court,
in
matter.
The
in
the
do
grandstand.
There
gaily
decorated
TAKE MUCH TIME
"
Law, of tho Brotherhood of correspondence between General A. U
exander
sustaining
also
demurrer,
the
strong
competition
between
be
will
Washington, June 25. The conferCarpenters, is chairman, has been or - !M11Ig superintendent of the academy,
gave the plaintiff leave to amend
ence report on the naval approprition the visiting lodges of the order to
ganized. It is for a single tax on atl(, lh0 Wnr rj,,partment authorities,
his complaint.
bill was adopted by the house today. carry off the numerous valuable
"
If land values, and against private own- - General Mills
V
"t i
recommended that the
prizes offered to the best looking, the
Public Buildings Bill.
ership of public utilities.
sentence be commuted j tho period
The omnibus public building bill as
of
confinement within the usual
reported to the house today carried
limits of punishment nt the Military
the following appropriations:
Academy until September 1, when tho
Colorado Springs, $100,00l.
young men will Join the second class.
Denver, $15,00(.
This recommendation was concurred
Moulder, $00,000.
In by General Hell, chief of staff, and
Trinidad, $G0,Onu.
-A
has been approved by tho War DeWhat Seems Ex Post Facto.
ifel
i
partment.
At a full meeting of the house committee on appropriations an important
amendment to the general deficiency
Troy, N. Y., June 25. The fourth BIDS ON BATTLESHIPS
OPENED, BUT UNAWARDER.
bill was adopted, which legalizes and
annual sangeriest of the Central New
Washington, I). C, June 25. Tbero
ratifies the tariff duty both import
York SangerUund, w hich opened here
and export, imposed in the Philiptoday, has attracted large crowds of is much interesting speculation in the
pine islands prior to March &, 1902,
visitors to this city. Tho hotels are Navy Department regarding the reeither by the authorities of the Unitcrowded and tho streets have never sult of the bids for the construction
ed Stales or the provisional military
presented a livelier appearance than of tie- battleships South Carolina and
government of the islands. This
now. Many of the visiting singers nr- - Michigan for which the proposals were
amendment is made to meet a decirived here during tho morning, but opened on Saturday. The bidding, as
sion of the United States supreme
most of them came about noon. They is Known, was c.nlined to six firms,
,
court in the WarnerUarnes case,
wero received at the station by the the Hath, Me., Iron Works, the Union
which was against tho government,
limited Singers of this city, and a big Iron Works, the Fore Hiver company,
the Cramp company, the New York
and would compel the refunding of
.brass band, and were escorted to the Slilj)
On the opening ICE GRAFTERS GET
Huilding company, and the comLoudon, June
duties collected amounting to more
headquarters,
ball,
Germania
at
SENTENCES
JAIL
pany at Newport News.
It is conlhan $4,000,000.
of the trial on behalf of the treasury
Zo.
Ohio,
Toledo,
ice where light lunch wm nerved, followJuno
i'ive
sidered, however, that the really close
of the case of dealers, representing local companies, ed later by dinners at the
ailous
court
Guild
at
Hall
MORE PENSION LABORS
competition Is between
the Fore
hotels.
BY DELEGATE ANDREWS Mark Anthony Young and Henry were sentenced in the common pleas
Uiver company, the Cramp company
In
there
a
will
be
afternoon
the
pay
lino
$",oou
a
court
today
of
to
Special to Evening Citizen.
Jones, local managers of the American
reception in honor of the visit- and the Newport News company, with
and to servo one year iu the large
23. Delegate
Washington,
i
June
hauce that tho contracts for
Mmi.. i. UMx.ifinn- vn il Ir:it e ' each
ing singers ct the armory.
Mayor every
w rkhonse, for inainia:ning
illegal
an
Andrews introduced a bill to pension who were
will lie divided between the
the
IS on the
.Mann will welcome the visitP.
June
Klias
arrested
combination.
Manuel Montlnio, company D, New
Huff, lhn festival Philadelphia firm and the company of
ors
Andrew
and
the
defraud
charge
to
conspiracy
of
Mexico mounted infantry.
r,
The delepresident, will deliwr hm address. In Newport News. It is recognized,
gate also secured through the pension public by Selling valueless shares, H. PHILADELPHIA SELECTED
that the Fore Hiver company, of
he evening a grand concert will be
treasury,
said
OIL
PROSECUTION
FOR
D.
Mulr,
for
the
counsel
division for Jos. W. May, Capitau,
which the head Is Francis T. Howies,
berious
Philadelphia, June 25. This city, it gien at the armory, . nh Mine. Schu-- ; formerly
proved
$10; Jose Montino, Socorro, $12; Mrs. that the evidence
chief constructor of the
Nann leink and Kmi! Kisber as s;
counscene
is
reported,
The
the
the
to
be
of
had
is
committed.
frauds
been
l.estra G. Deniister, Chaperito, $25; try had been flooded with flowery ad- first great prosecution by the governwill be assisted by an or- navy, introduced an unknown element
They
Wm. H. William, Aztec, $12.
pieces, the Troy into the situation, especially as Mr.
that the ment against the Pennsylvania railroad chestra of tliirly-hvvertisements representing
is understood to have a numcompany owned mines in Alaska, Cal and the Standard Oil company. Ar- - Vocal Society, and a chorus of 700 Howies
PLAN TO FOUND NEW
this voices, composed of members of the ber of propositions to present to the
BANK IN HAVANA. ifornia Montana and Colorado, which rangements wilt be completed
department. The Union Iron Works
New York. June 25. Interests Iden- were paying ISti per cent interest on week at a conference in New York various German singing societies of
of San Francisco is probably out of
this
city.
Simpson
and
nine
City
Hank,
Alexander
between
in
net
profits
with
National
the
investment,
that
tified
race, on account of the unsettled
the
morning
Tomorrow
the
will
divivisitors
Hughes,
tor
special
E.
counsel
$7,5i'0,uoo,
importaut
were
are
Charles
years
associated
which
aud
that
with
con. ition of things in that city, as
sight
to
themselves
seeing.
devote
charge
be
orgovernment.
to
been
totalling
The
are
interests,
the
$12,5oo,uoo
Paris
had
dends
Ixmdon and
as for the reason that there Is
ganizing a new financial institution iu paid. Muir said be proposed to show-n- made is conspiracy. It will carry a Many trolley rides have been ar-- ; well
no 4 c r cent differential allowed on
singers
will
ranged
the
many
and
prosevisit
Imprisonment.
Hanque
correThe
company
penalty
as
at
the
known
be
existed.
The
to
such
Havana,
poiuts of interest in and near the the South Carolina and Michigan, as
spondence seized, Muir said, showed cution, H is said, will be centered
do la Havana.
In the afternoon the prize sing- on previous ships In the navy, in favor
l'ennsyl-ani- a city.
a
of
chartered
the
will
be
which
President
on
defendants
had
Cassa't
that the
The bank,
ling
will be held in the Music of Pacific coast firms.
contest
a
railroad.
is
have
Cuba,
to
of
by
which
financiers
French
scheme
under the laws
hull. All of the visiting societies will
paid-ucapital of $2,5mi,omo. it Is ex- were to put $2,500,000 into the concern
ACCEPTS THE
take part. There will be three cIiism's TO ARRANGE FOR A
pected that it will begin operations in and smaller sums were to be obtained MORRISON
UNION EXPOSITION
STANDARD
PROSECUTION
ind diplomas and valuable prizes will
is
of
Young
directors
to
was
Kngland.
list
In
The
admitted
the early fall.
25. President Goiu-peChicago.
June
Attor25.
Chicago.
Distilct
l.e
June
to
the
awarded
victorious
names
societies
up.
$5,ooo.
but
the
bail for $25.ooo and Jonas
practically made
cla.-.s- .
American
Morrison,
Federation of
ef
the
who.
U.
in
ney
conducted
e;ich
C.
have
officers
The
cannot be learned.
On Wednesday morning the loci! Labor sent representatives to Chicago
the trial of the packers for the govnot been definitely selected, except SAUSAGE LABEL MUST
SPECIFY INGREDIENTS ernment, announced today thai he nnd visiting singers will hold their yesterday to arrange for a union "exthe cashier, J. C. Martins, now assistfifty had been appointed special counsel for bi'? parade. It will consist (,f four position for the purpose of celebratNew York. June 21. About
ant manager of the bond department
r.
of. sausage have been the government to conduct the invesdivisions and w ill be acroinpanled bv ing the achievements of organized
of the National Cltv Hank. Mr. Mar- manufacturers
be
probably
will
exposition
A.
of
the
five
anageiueiu
The
ii
Hubert
by
health
Patsi
city
tigation
the
into
of
bands.
Cuba,
board
will
the
like
bus
warned
of
tins, who is a native
In the after- - held In Minneapolis in connection with
Standard Oil company and the van- - act as grand marshal
sailed for Havana to take charge of that they will be proceeded aglnst if:
a
product
with
they
railroads. and had m .ecp: (.l i he noon a popular festival will
mis
do
label
their
not
held the next couvcuuou of the national
of
tho
organization
the details of the
in Young's Grove.
labor bod) In November.
description of any preservatives used. position.
new Institution.
CHANGES

THEY VOTED NEITHER
WISELY NOR WELL.
Kansas City. Mo.. Jun 25. Plead- ing guilty to the charge of voting u-- j
legally at he recent city election.
John Feeley and John House were sentenced to two years each, in the penitentiary today.
MOB TAKES UP CAUSE
OF STRIKING MOTORMEN.
Alleutown, Pa., June 25. Allentown
is quiet today, after the unusual
scenes ot mob violence last night, In

sympathy with the striking motormen
and conductors of the Lehigh Valley
transit company. The company gave
up the fignt and turned off its power
at midnight, but thousands of people
remained on the streets until morning. Most of the men engaged left
work, fearing to operate Hhe cars.
SAYS GOOD WORDS

ABOUT ESTANCIA
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London Two Americans Caught With the
Goods New York Board of Health
After Sausage Makers.
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Mrs. Frank Zluk, wife of the master
mechanic of the Santa. Fe Central at
Kstnncla, Is In the city, the guest of
her brother, J. 11. Fenner, and wife.
Mrs. Zlnk has great faith In the future of Kstancia, and says it is surprising how many substantial farmers
from the middle states are coming
into the Estancla valley and taking
up homesteads. They are men with
means, and will do all In theia.oM4
to convert thaj, great, valley Into one
vast farming region. Mrs. Zink says
the people of Estancla are agitating
arteslnn wells and several thousands
of dollars have already
been subscribed to put into execution the project. The lady Is quite enthusiastic
over that particular section of Torrance county, and believes that Estancla is destined to be, in not very many
years, the most important commercial
and financial town of that section of

Washington, D. C, June 25. Artillery oilicers in the vicinity of New
York, who have use for wireless telegraphy are much Interested In the
propect that a new system, cheaper
than anything yet devised or constructed, will be turned out by the arm7
signal corps. The Southern Artillery
District or New York is the only district where wireless telegraphy Is
used to ftnjr extent. It being the practice to communicate
between the
shore and the boats connected with,
the practice with big guns.
It is
found that It would be too expensive
to extend the same system to all the
artillery districts of the country In
the hope of finding some means of ex
changing messages between shore
stations and boats oft shore.
The wireless telegraph systems so
far presented are costly, but It la
hoped by using commercial material
to get a system which Is not too expensive. In addition to this effort on
tho part of the signal corps officers,
an officer ot the artillery branch has
Just completed a device for visual signaling. He has constructed a huge
shutter, the slats of which are a foot
wide, and so painted that, when operated by a lever, the colors will be
shown to a distant observer, and by
this means simple signals can be
given. Of course, this is not so satisfactory as wireless telegraphy, but
It was regarded as worth trying, and
tho War Department
has alloted
$2,000 for experiments with the device. TheBe tests will be conducted
in Boston harbor. If the signal corps
people succeed In getting a cheap
wireless outfit, there will 'be no need
of the artillery officer's huge shutter.
FAVORS

FOURTH OF JULY
ORDINANCE

COVERING

FIRE
CITY LIMITS,
TO
BE
RIGIDLY
ENFORCED
THIS YEAR.
WORKS WITHIN

.

That the small boy will again meet
bitter disappointment when the glori-

New Mexico.

FINE WEATHER FOR
YALE CLASS EXERCISES
Xew Haven, Conn., Juno 25. Favored by delightful weather and with
audiences which In numbers exceeded
any previous year, the class day exercises of four classes in Yale were held
today.

A SANE

i

ous Fourth rolls around, is made manifest by tne determination of the city
authorities to enforce
e city
whlcn prohibits the firing of
fire crackers, etc., in the city limits,
and as a result those wishing to
In such amusements wll have
to go to the mesa or Home place
beyond tho city limits.
On the night of the Fourth there
will be a u. splay of fire works in Old
Albuquerque, and at Traction park,
and several have arranged for private
displays upon the Highlands, beyond
the limit line, but beyond this, July
4 is liable
to pass oft hero very
quietly.

FOREST FIRES BURNING
IN STATE OF SONORA DR. TIGHT SUFFERS
El Taso, Texas, Juno 25. Forest
FROM POISON
fires are burning in tho timber tracts
near Magdalena, Sonora. The town of
reMagdalena is threatened.
It Is
CONTRACTED
WAS
ported that several mining camps DISEASE
WHILE
EDUCATOR
ANGLED
have been burned and the American
FOR FISH AMID SCENES OF
miners are flying.
CHILDHOOD.
TELEGRAPHIC

MARKETS

Spelter.
June

St. Louis. Mo.,
lower, at $3.97 Vi-

25.

Spelter,

Copper and Lead.
June 2d. Coper, dull,
and unchanged; lead, quiet, a.t $5.75
New York,

Gi5.S0.

New York Money Market.
New York, Juno 25. Money on call,

easy, at 2,i4i3 per cent; jrlme
cantile paper, 5Jt5',-- i per cent.
silver, fifc.

mer-

Har

Dr. W. O. Tight, ot the University
of New Mexico, returned last night
from an extended pleasure trip In the
east. While fishing at his old homo
in Ohio the doctor became affected
with a poison, which has covered hla
hands with sores and blisters very
much like those usually caused by
poison Ivy. The disease is not considered of a serious nature. While in
Chicago the doctdr purchased an Instrument with which to determine altitudes, and as he came west made
tests of the value of it. These tests
were very satisfactory, the instrument
showing altitudes at given places conforming closely with altitudes given
in the Santa Fe time card.

St. Louis Wool Market.
Mo., June 25. Wool market steady; territory nnd western me
dium, ziif'29c;
flno medium, 2K'ij G. A. R. OF NORTHWEST
HOLDING REUNION.
;
fine, 10 20c.
SCt.

luls,

lio'.-ic-

Walla. Walla, Wash., June

Closing Stock Quotations.
annual encampment of
New York, June 'i't. Following were ment of Washington

closing prices:
Atchison, common
Atchlsrn, preferred
New York Central
Pennsylvania
Southern Taclflc
Union Pacific, common
Union Pacific, preferred
Amalgamated Copper
IT. S. Steel, common
U. S. Steel, preferred

laCi
lia'.i
G7

MHVi
94 V4
!8V4
Idi
lv,C

25.

the

The

Depart-

anil Alaska.
Oram! Army of the Kepullc, opened
here today with a large attendance.
representing every part of tho state
and Alaska. Tho Women's Relief corps
land the Ladles of the Grand Army of
the department are also holding their
encampment here at the same time.
ha.preparations
been
Extensive
made for the encampment and the
visiting veterans will bu well taken
care of.
-

UNCLE SAM'S TRADE

NEARLY THREE BILLIONS

u

rs

v

SIGNAL CORPS WORKING TO

Accomplish This End With
Best of Prospects For
Complete Success.

."

4

TELEGRAPHING

Officials

Shortly Retire From Santa Fe
Road Ripley Appointed
Lock Designer.

Booth-Tuck-

OF WIRELESS

KILL TOO MANY

;?

er

ENGINEER

CHEAP SYSTEM

CHARGES CARS

Amendment to Dispense Commander Booth-TuckMarried Miss Reid,
With Interpreters Is
Army Worker.
Withdrawn.
SPEAKER CANNON LECTURES CHIEF

NUMlttilt 154

MAYOR DUNNE

BLACK REBELLION IN SOUTH AFRICA

DINE AND SUP

NEW MEXICO

EVENING,

Special to The Evening Citizen.
Washington, 11. C, June
The deficit which confronted con- gns when it convened has been en verted In a surplus, so that on
June Ij the books showed a balance og $15,955,000 to the good.
All of which is duo to good times and the Increase of Imports and
customs revenue.
The exiorts of the United S'ates for the tleven mouths ending
May oO, lKuti. were greater in value than dur.ng any year sluce 1900,
amounting to tho enormous total of $l.il8,9123, while the lm- lorts likewise broke the record, with a total of $1,15,821.671 for a
similar period. This is an Increase of xirts of about $300,00u,000,
aud in imports of $lun.ooo,0(H) over the previous maximum,
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SAN MARCIAL

WILL SOON HAVE

GALLUP

TFrFDHflNF
U
ryour J l

tale-phon- e

IF YOU WANT Jielp of any kind, or
PERSONAL PROPERTY LOANS.
employment of any kind, 'phone,
call, or write Abraham'
Employ-tint office, 12U West Silver ave-ntiYOU KNOW THESE HELP
nt the Elite cafe. 'Phonen, On Furniture, Pianos, Organs, Horsei
Automatic, 371); Colorado. 289.
Wagone and other Chattels; alio on
WARM
MAK 3
THE
TO
SALARIES AND WAREHOUSB
WANTED.
BEARMORE
WEATHER
at low ai $10.00 and as high
Young lady clerk at The as $200.00.
WANTED
Loans are quickly taade
Maze.
ABLE.
One
Time:
and strictly private.
wANTi-jman,.
A nurse
Inquire of month to one year given. Goods reMrs. Maginnls, 215 North Seventh main In your possession. Our rates
street.
are reasonable. Call and see us beWA NT EI-t once," fl rs U:IasHf ami fore borrowing.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
hand. J. Kell;;e Hubbell, Pajarito,
HIGHLAND PHARMACY
N. M.
Steamship tickets to and from all
parts of the world.
V
205 East Railroad Ave.
WANTED
Room by a young man in
Rooms S and 4, Grant Bldg.
priva.e fatuity, with or without
West Railroad Ate.
tliPRIVATE
oooooooooopoaoooooo
ooard. C, Citizen office.
OFFICES.
WANTED Girl for general houseOpen Evenings.
work. Apply between 7 and S p. m..
at St. Joseph's Sanitarium. Mrs. J.
$250- A. Barnard.
WANTED
Gentlemen" ceiond-hauclothing. No. 615 South First street, Buys a lot on South Edith street,
The undersigned nas left on his va
south of viaduct. Send address and snap for somebody. Also
cation and will not return to his ofwill call. R. J. Sweeney, proprietor.
fice until about the
WANTED
A party to take four
TENT HOUSE
rooms, furnished, cr two room.-- i en
4TH OR 5TH OF JULY.
FOR SALE.
suite. Also one cheap room o rent.
Mrs. H. E. Rutherford, 517 Souta
Broadway.
P0RTERF1ELD COMPANY.
WANTED Agent at once, to con(Incorporated.)
tinue t'.ie Grand Union Tea com
pany s nuslness in Albuquerque,
110 West Gold Avenue.
which is partly established;
bond
required. Address, D. W. Beauvais,
B. F. CO PP.
work and conveyancing.
Notarial
Savoy hotel, agent.
ROOM 12, N. T. ARMIJO BUILDING
TOILET WATERS.

n
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COMMERCIAL
CLUB ELECTS OFFICERS
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Dr. King's

Now Discovery

32 F

.

SANTA FE

A

RY.

ALBUQUERQUE, N. U.

CARDS

M. Bona.

TOPEKA

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
Omf

and Directory

JOSHUA 8. RATNOLDSJ
M. W. FLOURNOT
FRANK McKEB
R. A. FROST
H. F. RAYNOLD0

.President

.

Ylce President
Cashier

.................
............. ......

street

V.

.

AHintrn

.Director

DEPOSITORY.

..,.

Authorised Capital
Paid Up Capital, Surplus and Profit

E. W. Dobson.
ATTORNEY-AT-LAW-

.m

9M0,00.M
2&0,00M

Depository for Atchison, Topeka A Santa Fe Railway Company

Office Crcm

well block, Albuquerque, N. M.
DENTISTS.

n

e

DEPOSITORY FOR THE ATCHHON,

V.,

DR. J. E. KRAFT,

Dental Surgeon.
Rooms 15 and 16, Grant block, over
the Golden Rule Dry Goods company.
Both 'phones. Appointments made by
mall.
Edmund J. Alger, O, D. S.
Office
No. 308 Railroad avenue.
hours, S:30 a. m., to 12:30 p. m.; 1:30
p. m. to 5 p. m. Telephone 462. Ap
polntmenta made by mall.
PHYSICIANS."

g,

white of youth.

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS
LUNA. President; W. S. Strlckler, V. P. and Cashier; V.
J. JOHNSON, Asst. Cashier; Wm. Mcintosh. J. C. Baldrldge, Solomon Luna, A. M. Blackwell, George Arnot, O. E. Cromwell.

Washington, D. C. Pensions,
lands, patents, copyrights, caveats
letter patents, trade marks, claims.
R. W. L. Bryan. ,
.
ATTORNEY-AT-LAWAlbuquer
que, N. M. Office, First National
Hank building.
N.

six-roo-

ft

.

DEPOSITS

SOLOMON

LAWYERS.

Ira

SAVINGS

Extends to Depositors every proper Accommodation, and Solicits New
Accounts Capital, $150,000.00.

d

PROFESSIONAL

ON

With Ample Means and Unsurpassed Facilities.

toPatrons.

ATTORNEY-AT-LAW-

ALLOWED

INTEREST

Money to Loan

A. 8LEY&TER

amd

Capital and surplus, $100,000

fcpt,

Friday night last the Commercial
club of Gallup held n special meeting
for the purpose of electing officers and
to discuss any matters of interest to
the welfare of Gallup; says the Republican. The same officers who were
elected at the beginning of the club
with the exception of
WP,.,.
W. K. Kuchenbecker, who was on the
NICELY
DOING
A
BRIDGE,
BY
Hir
board of directors and who was at
the election of officers chosen vice
president. The new board of directSpecial Correspondence:
ors
are E. F. Kenney, John Bowie,
San Marclal, N. M.. June 2.V- - Your John Kennedy. H. K. Zuhn. J. M.
Ellis Winders and Dr. Hurr.
correspondent, after a sloop l'"' the
FOH REinT".
ready
for
again
is
weeks,
three
liRt
LEGAL
FOR KENT Furnished room, $5 per
luty. The warm weather la over and STRONG ROSWELL
J.
DISSOLVED
FIRM
month; privilege of bai'.h. 30G Santa
business In general Is on the right
INSURANCE, REAL ESTATE
The law partnership which has exFe avenue.
Hide of the. ledger.
NOTARY PUBLIC.
&
Reid
Richardson,
between
T. P. Martin and Engenio Torres, isted
5, Cromwell Block, Albuquerque FOR RENT Three-rooRoom
house In
1903,
been
1.
April
has
since
174.
Telephone,
two of our prominent citizens, who Hervey
Highlands,
$12 per month. AdAutomatic
the
Record.
Roswell
says
the
were victims from the San Marcial dissolved,
dress, Highlands, Citizen offlca
firm have not
bunch on the grand Jury, tit the last The members offulltheplans for
Furni-ht- d,
REN r
fuFOR
the
their
announced
ACTIVITY
MINING
court,
the
returned
iliHtriet
term of the
tent. 1003 N. 7th, near American
In Roswell,
will
remain
they
ture,
but
seat
from
the
fore part of the week
lumber plant. Inquire after 6 p. m.
though Mr. Reid as attorney general
of their labors at Socorro.
EXPECTED SOON FOR
of his
much
spend
necessarily
RENT Three furnished rooms.
will
in
company
putting
is
The Santa Fe
for light housekeeping,
nt 1120
at Santi Ke. For 'the 'present
another large water tank for the pur- time will
of
No'.i i Second street; no children.
maintain their separate
pose of furnishing the city with bet- ihev
fices at the old stand in the Texan
house; bath,
RENT A
ter water service. The improvement block,
Indians FOR
where they have the finest suite In Cochiti District
electric light and other modern
in surely a welcome feature, as it will
libraries
G24 West Tijeras
aveimprove the efficiency of the fire de- of offices and one of the bestseparation
Return to Thornton From v nue.
In the
In the Southwest.
partment.
Dr. G. H. Hackney is looking after of this firm the strongest combina
rOK RENT Alter June 2i', fotir-rouSchool.
Santa
the praotlceof Dr. Bessette during the tion of lawyers that has ever been asmod'rn house, nt 703 South Arno
street. Apply 1012 South Broau-wav- .
latter's absence on his wedding trip. sociated here Is dissolved.
Dr. Bessette expects to be gone till
RAISING MONEY FOR
BUDGET OF NEWS FROM THORNTON
bout the loth of July.
Ft) It Kl'.NT Large, cool room, for
ARTESIAN WELL AT ESTANCIA
J. A. McCallum, one of our old time
light housekeeping: rent reasona
Estanmeeting
well
at
The
artesian
conductors, was hit by a bridge Just
524 West Railroad avenue,
ble.
in
day
raisins
resulted
cla
the
other
Special Correspondence:
above I .a Joya, on the 21st Inst., and
Nicely
FOR
KENT
In
furnished coT-amount,
paid
thusof
far
cash
the
23.
The
Thornton, N. M.. June
at first It was thought that he was of the I3.IHHI subscribed to about
etc.,
piano,
tasrc,
otner roams,
and
boys of Santo DomiiiKo and Sau
Berlously hurt, but later advices tell $1,0110. says
very cheap. Mrs. E. K. Norrls,
the News. The commit K.elipe pueblos camo home from school
us that he Is doing nicely, and will be tee was
east end of viaduct. Apply at
sent out on Tuesday morning at Santa Fe, on Saturday, for their
borne In a few days. He is at present
store.
to secure as much more of the amount two months'
Tho other
vacation.
under the care of Dr. Wroth.
possible. It appears that the peo- (white) school boys, who have to get
FOR SALE.
Trains ure now running over the as
new track between Itincon and Lees-bur- ple In general do not. appreciate the their education from New Mexico tax- fTICsALE Gooddriving horse and
in payers, have been at work for several
paid
money
necessity
being
of
this
and the trouble with the usual
buggy.
Inquire at' 702 West Coal
wash outs in that vicinity will now be promptly. It is necessary to have the mouths, earning money for their paravenue.
paid
can
$2,ono
in before incorporation
ents.
reduced to a minimum.
,
g asolln e
be effected, and no contract can be
The resumption uf work at the Nav- FOir"SAlall complete. J. F. Palmer,
let until the incorporation is perfect- ajo mi.ie in the Cochiti minins disAT THE HOLLENBECK
501 North First street.
ed. For the present all work will have trict is expected to be followed by the
SALE A good buggy und sadFOR
to
on
wait
hand
are
until
the
funds
near
Bland.
cither
of
mines
woikiiin
HOTEL JN LOS ANGELES to work further.
dle horse. Si e Walter Allen, at the
It is ubsolmely necThe new contractor, Julius Sellg-inan- .
government Indian school.
essary that all of this sum be paid in
on the Star route from Thornton
The Hollenbeck hotel, Los Angeles, at once. This means for every delin- to Bland, will take hold on July 1, FOR SALE A handsome Hardman
has recently entertained the following quent subscriber to get busy and look from
piano, la One condition and almost
both places, runniuK clear
for the committee. Don't wait for the through. At first It is feared he will
people of New Mexico and vicinity:
For particutew, at a bargain.
A. S. Campbell, Yuma, Ariz.; W. H. committee to look for you. The bond have to transfer at the Rio Grande
lars, call at this offlce.
S:otie was, accepted for a few days, but as soon as that KOK SALE- Lawrence, Cochise, Ariz.; II. P. De oi Treasurer
Um-ciasuouoie-uu- r
Mund, Phoenix, Ariz.; J. M. Woodruni by the association and ordered rt cord- river noes down his stai;e will go
srotguu; bran new
reled.
and wife, Nogales, Ariz.; J. M. Niclr ed in the probate dent's office.
He
clear through without change.
neVLt has been used; one of in
ula, Tucson, Ariz.; Frank BlacUwell,
has purchased two stages expressly
bes! rrakes. Call at The Citizen of
of
you
Chambervaiuo
If
knew
the
Cawley,
Prescott,
Prescott, Ariz.; Geo.
for the route and they are being fitted
flee for particulars.
Ariz.; Richard Starr and son, Tucson, lain's Salve, you would never wish to for the work of carrying passengers FD'K " S ALE'iVeT-roum"rauio Iioifse,
some
the
it.
of
be
Here
are
without
Ariz.; Frank Cox, Phoenix, Ariz.; Jerand. express.
orchard, two acres of ground;
with
valespecially
which
diseases
for
is
it
ry Millay,
Yuma, Ariz.; Chas. M.
The Rio Grande still remains high
one block from Twelfth street car
(Shannon, Clifton, Ariz.; Jay E. Turner uable: sore nipples, chapped hands, between Pena lilanca and Bland, an
line; iu coming resldenco portion
chilblains,
bites,
chronic
unusually long time.
and wife, Douglas, Ariz.; W. T. Shaw, burns, frost
of the Lowlands. Good Investment.
eyes.
Itching
piles,
sore
salt rheum
Very Rev. Albert Dagon. O. V. M
Kl Paso, Texas; Edgar Held and wife.
909 North Eleventh street.
Kl Paso, Texas; H. J. Roberts and and eczema. Price 21c per box. For parish priest of Pena lilanca. Thorn
seven-roohouse,
A
FOR
druggists.
ton and .. about twenty-fiv- e
other - newlySAlii
wife, Benson, Ariz.; B. B. Crosby, sale by all
painted, all modern conplaces,
to
a
'
few
has
"taken
'
weeks
Holbrook,, Ariz.; Tom Lea, Jr., and e e e
'
e e S
4
e e
veniences, with six lots, trees and
and gone east. Willie ab
wife. El Paso, Texas; D. H. Clark and
SUM- shrubbery. A snap to any one looke himself,"
of
will
be
family. El Paso, Texas; I. W. Bennett. e NOTICE TO MER
attend
the
ordination
sent
ing for a home. J. M. Wilkinson,
WANDERERS, e his brother in Indianapo'is,
,
the lat
Ariz.; Krank N. Kuebler, El e
Wool Scouring; mills.
having
holy
ter
also.
taken
Paso, Texas; Chas . J. Hutchinson,
orders
Evening Citizen for- 4
Have
FOR SALE Stock and timber ranch;
Kingman, Ariz.; II. Brown, Yuma, e wankd The
to your address when e"
about 7'ti acres fenced; 30 head of
A FATAL MISTAKE.
Arls.; T. S. Ahem, Douglas, Ariz.; G.
you go away on your vacation, e
cattle, 3 horses; wagons, tools and
W. Powers. Douglas, Ari-.:.- ;
Horace P.
If you are now a paid up sulc e Is Oftei Made by the Wisest of A!
Two
farming implements.
Merrell, Jerome, Ariz.; Jas. E. Bark,
scriber, please let us know when
houses, barn, and large corral. Only
buquerque People.
Phoenix, Ariz.; A. L. Ziegler, Tucson, e you order the paper forwarded, t
two miles from railroad. Adjoining
Ariz.; !. K. Fournier, Prescott, Ariz.;
It's a fatal mistake to neglect hack
uiul aUj let us know If you de- - e
Plenty oi
government reservation.
Warren Graham and family, Albu
sire It stopped at your homo adache.
Price, $4,500. Easy terms.
water.
querque, X. M.: Jenny Keklon, Albudress. Be careful to give inistBack ache is the first symptom o!
N. Peach & Co., real estate dealers,
querque, N. il.; Mrs. C. C. Harrison,
otbee, hotel r street address, in e kidney ills,
212 West Gold avenue.
N.
Ke.
Santa
.L; S. Llnditucr ami sun. e all cases.
e
ions follow
Serious rouipii.-aSALE Two sets ol snelving,
toll
'
Deming. N- M.; Horton H. Miller. Fort e e
j
e e e e e
e
ure tUeru
Doan's Kilncy i'illh
ie
ninety feet long; two sixteen-foo- t
Mojave, Ariz.: Frank Cox, Phoenix.
o
inomtit lv.
counter.
counters ; one thirty-foo- t
Ariz.; Jce Dunne anti wife, El Paso, A GALLUP WOMAN
IKm't delav until too late.
Call at
F. Trotter's.
SHOOTS AT MAN
Texas.
Until it becomes diubcu s i;; ii;ht's
Friday morning some litile excite- disease.
R. Ii Putney and
family, after
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
spending u week at Coronado Beach, ment was caused on Railroad avenue
Read what an Albuquerque citizen
(Homestead Entry No. 595G.)
says
by
a
shot,
the
pistol
f
l..o sound
have returned lo the Hollenbeck hotel
says:
Laud
tlitllup Republican. On investigation
in lyos Angeles.
Mrs. J. It. Smith, of 115 Huuing Department of the Interior.
at Santa Fe,- - N. M., May 12.
it was found thai Mrs. John tjuinii had avenue, wile of J. .11. Smith, deputy
mm;.
taken a slioi ai August Kichter with sheriff, says: "I have had back ache
OLD POLITICIAN
Notice is hereby given that the folshooting took for a month so severe that every
a
Tho
nomovement I made hurt, and I never lowing named settler has filed
GOES INSANE place nt about S o'clock w ami resulted
in a clean miss,
hat c n !1 be knew the moment but the slightest tice of 1,1s Intention to make final
learned o. the affair, it is s atcil that strain on the muscles of the back pro. f In support of his claim, and
CRISTOBAL SANCHEZ, OF MORA Rlchitr was driving out chickens and brous'nt a twinge that could only be that said proof will be made before
) Tobate
clerk at Albuquerque,
COUNTY,
TAKEN TO ASYLUM other live stock belonging lo the described as excruciating. I went to the
Quitins from the back of lie Kichter a drug storo for 1 loan's Kidney Pills New M.xico, on July 5, 190C, viz.:
AT LAS VEGAS.
John M. Gunn, of Iiguna, Valencia
sa'oon. Mrs. 0,uiun suw- what was go- and took them. The remedy stopped
county, x. m for the north half of
li.ni-ing
on
went
the
and
and
him
unnoyance.
I
then,
the
have
Since
CrlHt.'Iml Miuchez, of Unite, .vhua
with a pistol. Kichter was had no necessity to use I loan's Kid- tho northeast quarter of section 26,
county, was taken to Las
gas by reuinied
township 7 north, range 6 west.
in the back door of Ills place and Mrs ney Pills nor any other m deine
his son for the purpose of placing him (jiilnn lired at him. The bullet went aching
lie names the following witnesses
across
back."
ot
the
she
small
in the territorial asylum tor the In- j
to
his continuous residence
wild,
scarce
himself
Kichter
made
fifty
and
by
For
sale
all
Price
dealers.
Kane, says the Sprlnirer Stockman
upon ,Hul
cultivation of said land,
A war-rathrough
n
by
door.
Buffalo,
the
noing
cents.
(v.,
Kor a iiutnlM r of days it has been no
viz.:
w;;s
and
by
.Indue
Prown,
N.
issued
agents
Y..
ie
'
United
f
for
ti.e
need that be was off in his he:td.
Kenne-ic. Gunn, E. B. Milled,
t;;is Issue goes to press, Friday, it States.
and became worse each day. until his as
and John S. Pradt,
I'radt
i.
is
will
tjuinu
nnj
expected
have
name-Doa- n's
Mrs.
that
Remember
the
relatives thoiigui it b. st to have him
a!! of l atima. New Mexico.
t- ihi
a
when
in
Hie
the
afternoon,
ning
no
take
other.
placed iu the terruurial asylum.
MANUEL R. OTERO.
His hobby seems io be tha,t he im- detiiil.-- i I of the cwr will be brought
Register
ELECTRICAL
WOSK.
nu
attempted
reason
the
the
for
oill
agines he is a very rich man, and he
on
and
wiring
Estimates
sli.w'.ng
all
of
kinds
learned.
Try a Citizen Want ad.
wants to buy everything he sees.
cheerfully
electrical
installations
Cristobal Sanc'iez is .ue uf theixst
carry
given
work
guai..ntiv.l.
V"
and
known men in New Mexico, having
in stock a full line of electric and
if I la ita
tor years ueen the republican "ader
XS
W M B Bj
combination tixtures. and all supplies.
in .Mora county,
representing
the
p5mik
amd CURE
ceilLUNC8
tho
Fans
days,
tor
hot
and
desk
county in ihe lower house or the tering. Call and see us when in darkritorial legislature the last two terms,
ness and lie
Southwestaii.l a lew years ami served a term
ern Electric and Construction comI o you ki(
1;
as county school superintendent.
ji t hi'Si- tint i:i y i'ir l.uv ? pany.
v.ntin) i,
iv mi oi tiiu w
"as been apparent for some lime that it
he was a candidate fur the republiThe firm selling such goods as t be
c-: n nomination to n present the
genuine (.'bickering, Everett, Klin-hal- l
Magnolia
Hagan's
Price
'uiilies of Moi.a. L'nlon ami Colfax
rONSUMPTION
pianos and ethers, need not boast
In the upper house of the legislature
60c. $1.00
0UGH8and
r of their square dealings; their goods
wc l:t .vv von 1. , ik u o
(
Fres Trial.
tro coining wint r.
. ;
OLDS
t
speak for themselves. The tiuiat
ill.'.
v
lllldiy .' iilir Ni r':,1.'
Air. Sanchez Is a bright :
. and
t ban yi.
and
mid
lino of
"liefer
for ail
Curs
Surest and, Uuiekent
the gnat misfortune which lias
Victor ti'l.itu muchliics and records
THROAT and LUNO TROUB
lallcu him is depluied. by
many
in the southwest.
evenings.
Open
LES, cr MONEY EACit.
friends ami ajiiilreis.
THE WHITaON MUSIC CO.

The

NEW MEXICO

PERFUMES, AND

Fe
Better Water Service-ian- ta
Installing Additional Tank
-- J. A. McCallum

-

ALBUQUERQUE

Western Union mr Portal Tele-omc, for M a. D. T. meaaenter
boy, and tend
ad with the caati to The Citizen offlce, or
dlttct, or call, and the ad will appear aooovding to your wlah.

POWDERS.

th

IM

L

TALCUM

WILL DELIVER ADDRESS
AT ESTANCIA ON THE FOURTH
Judge A. L. Morrison of Santa Fe
received a letter from John L. Norrls,
M D., secretary of the Estancia board
of trade, inviting him to lie present
and deliver nn address to the people
of Torrance county at Rwanda on July
i. He had been previously asked by
the Santa Ke committee to deliver an
address In that city, but was released
In order that ne migtit accept me
invitation.

ru.

LINE

OF

31st.

M?crtlitB

WE HAVE AN

HERE.

......

rr

KIND

d

LAND COMPANY

N.rttxni Arlxxa ClmlatlM--

MONTEZUMA TRUST CO.

Per Word Insertion

wt hav not failed bfor, that your
and you cm rly upon It,
money Ii not thrown away. We have aleo rented hundrede of bout
well e told nearly everything we hve adver-tleeby our want ade,
through them.

A DRUG

WILL

YOU

STORE

DECLARES A DIVIDEND
At a meeting of the directors of "the,
riOMi
Rio Grande Land company, held at
M d
r Wke aal
atM
.w the Palace hotel, Santa Ke. and
,.
mmuL pa- montk .
... loo tended by Judge Henry L. Waldo and
B. Twitchell of Las Vegas, and
JPay b Carrier, 60c per month R.
Major R. J. Palen. of Santa Ke. a divof one per cent on
idend of one-ha- lf
will W .Htw4 a U
i
Taa
ea- warn, a fa SO the capital Btock of the company was
m cat Omn
a W Mat
Mr at UMKtfe.
M M Matklr.
fa
declared for the quarter ending May

lirrat

KEPT IN

USUALLY

BANK IftSTITUTIQNS

YOU WANT HELP OF ANY KIND?
got we can secure tt tor yoa by small
want ad. in The Evening Citizta, It only costs

DO

i

CLOSES IN SANTA FE
The curio store of A. H. Gibson,
on the west side of the plaza,
Santa Ke, was closed last Saturday by
Deputy Sheriff It. L. Baca and A. B.
Rcnehan has been appointed receiver. It is understood that a mort un.ee
on the stock is held by Mrs. Mary
Gold of New York.

MONDAY, JUNE 25, 1906.

.jXXOOC0

KCCK

Tte Oturo Publiihtaf Compaaj

CITIZEN

EVEXIXO

ALUrgUKKgiTH

PAG

YOUR ACCOUNT

AT THE

We want your banking business, whether your account be large
or small, and offer In return for same every attention and business
courtesy, the account will warrant. We take every precaution
to
guard the Interests of our depositors. Our bank Is equipped, with
every necessary facility for SAFETY, and all business entrusted
to Its care receives the PERSONAL attention of one of its officers.
DIRECTORS.
O. X. MARRON.
WM. FARR.
J. A. WEINMAN.
I. A. DYE.
E. A. MIERA.
F. H. STRONG.
D. H. CARNS.
JAY A. HUBBS.
J. B. HERN DON.

6--

Hlgn-Frequen-

W. G. SHADRACH,

Practice

p. tiv

Auto.

UNDERTAKER.
Colo Red
phone 316.

A. BORDERS,
Commercial Club Building,

and white hearse,
"ARCHITECTS.

A

l

"OLD RBLIABLE"

ESTABLISHED

L. B.

Black

421

North

GROCER

Carries the Largest and Most Exclusive Stock of Staple Groceries
In the Southwest.

FARM AND FREIGHT WAGONS
RAILI DAD AVENUE

oooo o oo o co
-

Vat

-

-

-

Second street.

211; Colo., Black 35.
Residence 'phone. Auto.. 747.
AND BUILDER.
CONTRACTOR
A. L. Morgan.

The INDEPENDENT CONTRAC
TOR AND BUILDER. Estimates ar
cheerfully furnished; job work solicited. Automatic 'phone, 724; shop at
911 North
Second street, Albuquerque, N. M.
BEAUTY CULTURE.

-

oo

-

ocooo

Auto phone, 671.

Colo., Red 284.

BIIERM AN WILLIAMS
PAINT
Covers more, looks be?t, wears

BUILDING

FIRST STREET AND COAL AVE.

ALBUQUERQUE, NEW

longest, most
measu re.

i j

puffs, ttc, made to order from combings. Call Monday
luid Tuesday fort noons. Mrs. H. E.
Rutherford. 517 South Broadyay.
An Alarming Situatio:.
Frequently results from neglect of
clMgged bowels and torpid liver, until
constipation uecomcg chronic. This
condition is unknown to those who
use Dr. King's New Life Pills, the
best and gentlest regulators of Stom
all
ach and Bowels. Guaranteed
ilnig'sts. Price 2!c.

ecououiiael,

full

Always in
TAPER
Plaster, Lime, Cement,
stock.
Paint, Glass, Sash Doors, Etc.
MEXICO.

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

Switch's,

Wholesale Grocers
Wool, Hide and Pelt Dealers

'''

A

PLUNGE

th
SWIMMING POOL.
504 Nortn First Street.
Open
10 a. m. to 10 p. m.

ALBUQUERQUE AND LAS VEGAS
i

i

Daily,

Co.

J. C. BxVLDRIDGE
NATIVE AND CHICAGO LUMBER

The latest scientific appliances and
up to date methods for treating the
face, hair and scalp, complexion
stpneiinir nnd lileiiebimr. manicurinc
an l shampooing.
Electrolytic Automatic Water Massage; Electric
Hair Dryer: Radio Bell, one of the latest scientific discoveries in the treatment of
the skin by colored light rays and
heat.
SUITE 33 and 3fi, BARNETT BLDG.
Auto 'phone 726.

TAKE

M.

Standard 'Heating &IPIumt)ing

Mrs. M. Helena Leonard.
Graduate of Parisian Institute.
Late of New York City.

HAIR WORK.

ALBUQUERUI. N.

REFRESHING AND BEAUTIFYING,
s
Because a proper shower bath
health and vigor. No bath
room Is complete without
this
fixture. If you would have
one, ami your bath room fitted with
nil the latest and most Improved sanitary tixtures, call on the Stand.ird
lit alius and Plumbing Co., who will
furnish estimates and particulars.
We carry the finest line of Garden
Hose in the city.

Dr. F. L. Schneider.

Plums Auto..

1171

Flour, Grain and Provisions

F. W. Spencer and V. O. Walling
ford, rooms 46 47, Barnett building
Albuquerqu. N. M. Both 'phones.
CIVIL ENGINEER.
J. R. Farwell,
Room 23. N. T. Armljo Building
NOTARY PUBLIC

Office,

3

PUTNEY

WHOLESALE

116.

$5.

Thos. K. D. Mrddleon.
Offlce with W. B. Chllders, 117
Gold avenue.
VETERNINARIAN.

B&iniK

ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

N. T. Armljo Bldg.
Office,
Tuberculosis treated with
Electrical Current and Germicide. Treatments given each uay
from 8 a. m. to 4 p. m. Trained nurse
In attendance.
Both 'phonea.

limited to Eye, Ear, Nose
and Throat.
Occulist and Aurlst for Santa Fe coa&
313Va
Offlce,
West Railroad
lines.
avenue.
Hour: 9 to 12 a. n and 1.30 to S

National

iSteite

DR. R. L. MUST,

tK.

IS WELCOME

j

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

EVENING

ALBUQUERQUE

MONDAY, JUNE 25, 1906.
ml

STATEHOOD,

il"

"

PAGt

43 LOTS

RATE BILL,
INSPECTION

IrUiM
Lot. $5 down, $5 a month. No Interest
$25 to $150 per
Now is the time to invest before there is any change in price or terms
50-fo- ot

SOLD IN

Issues Which Threatened
Party Harmony Were
Compromised.

BAYS

NOW ON THE HOME STRETCH

THRtt

WWWBWi

BBBK'aWIWflfft

Nil

CITIZEN.

University Heights Improvement Co.,

1

1

9 South Second Street

Militia of States Regarded as

Part of Regular

Amer-

Jcet piore study than any other man.
Hut Senator Morgan never was an
advocate of the P.mama route. He
was dot ply and earne.-tlconvinced;
was the prop- that tbrottgii Nici-ran-

ican Army.

er place for canal digging, and though
peeial Correspondence.
fanama xxjs finally caosen, trnator
By Sheldon S. Cline.
Nicaragua
for
Washington, D. C., June
A Morgan's argument
MARcontroverted.1 THE ONCE MAGNIFICENT
'good many millions of times the never weie suceesstully
KET STREET NOW LOOKS LIKE
thai,
apparent,
i!
became
When
the'
question lias been asked: "Wlicn an
THE MAIN THOROUGHFARE OF
cnoice must be between Panama or
irresistible force strikes an Immova- no
canal, the Alabama senator acII
"1.
in
pi
A FRONTIER MINING TOWN
ble object, what Is going to happen?" quiesced
..'. w
with what grace he could
At last the uuery has been answered.
DEVASTEVERYBODY
IN
THE
has given the i anania project
They will get together, patch up their and
support. He resolved that if niel ATED CITY WAITING, WAITING
differences, and all will be lovely loyal
COM- -'
FOR
THE INSURANCE
canal
must be dug at Panama, it
with the goose hanging high.
be oug honestly md dug right.,
PANIES TO PAY UP.
At least, people supposed an irre- suould
knowledge of the Biibject
sistible force and an Immovable ob- His intimate
him to uncover many tnings
ject were at the point of contact when maided
By E. H. Wells.
might nave escapel attention,
President
Roosevelt ami Chairman that he has been
a thorn in he side Special Correspondence:
Wiidsworth locked horns over the and
f
gentlemen whose interest
San Francisco, Cal., June 22. San
meat Inspection bill. Timid folks In certain
did not run exactly par- Francisco, It now appears,
will be
trembled, strong men held their allelPanama
with the interests of the Ameri- temporarily rebuilt of shacks.
r
breaths waiting for an explosion, and can people.
Not one foundation stone for a 6itb- democrats were in ecstasies of delight.
stantiul edifice has yet been put In
It looked as if the republican party
Federal Treasury Aids Militia.
might be blown to atoms, and there ' Evidence has been produced . -- no place, although nearly two months
were people who feared the earth and present session of congress that effec- have elapsed since the earthquake and
the universe might be blasted by the tive federal support of the national fire mowed down the city.
The Southern Pacific has laid its!
shock.
guard of the several states Is now a
The mine had been laid, there Isn't fixed iKlicy of the government. For tracks up and down the streets, by
yet
any doubt of that; a match had been many years this "second lino of de- permission of the authorities,
applied, and the fuse was hissing mer- fense" was almost wholly neglected few trains are being loaded with the!
wreckage.
rily. But the powder was wet with by congress.
Whtn federal support
Here and there Rome enterprising
caution, it burned all rlRht up to a finally- - was given. H was given grudgcertain point the point where there ingly and miserly, and might almost property owjiers are at work cleaning
their land, but all around them, on the
was danger the republican party as well not have lieen given at. all.
blackened heaps of re-- i
might get hurt. Then it went out.
But the war with Spain opened the undisturbed,
appear Hale painted signs. "For
It Is true that there is still In coneyes of the country to the iiossibili-tie- fuse,
Lease," "For l ease," each telling an
gress a good deal of resentment at the
that lie In the state militias. 1 ne
president's attitude on the meat In- "tin soldiers," as tacy had been de- ominous story.
Great Line Up of Shacks.
spection and other measures which risively termed, tendered their serhave been un for consideration at the vices almost 1o a man, and so well
And from the terry landing, up!
present session, but an open breach drilled and disciplined were they that Market street, to a point beyond the
no far has been averted. In the cloak it would have been feasible, had it ruins of the great newspaper build- rooms and other places about the been necessary, to send them imme- Ings, in fact, for over a mile,' little
rapltol. senators and representatives diately into action. From that time shacks of rough lumber and tents,
criticize Mr. Roosevelt for what they on congress began to take an Inter st mostly "restaurants," line both sides,
allege is his desire to run both the in the guard and to appropriate tor of the once great thoroughfare, some
executive and legislative branches of its support. Last year
of them built with an utter abandon
"the government, but so long us these mark was reached when one million of all restrictions, out upon the pave-- j
cloak-roocritics tell their griev miliars was appropriated,
mis year input, while others stand upon the;
ances only to one another thev are witnout a word of protest the amount sidewalks. A few have excavated intoj
doing neither the president nor the has been doubled. The ndications the debris sufficiently to plant one- republican party much harm. And the are that the appropriations will con- story frame structures, unpainted Midi
chances are that they are going to tinue to grow, and that the "citizen unplastered, and are opening up for:
WHEHE THE POSTAL TELKO ItAPH COMPANY NOW DOES
pretty generally avoid public criti- soldiers" will take the place they de- business with modest stock of goods,
ONE OF THE BETTER CLASS OF REST AT RANTS ON
cism, at least until after the congres- serve to occupy in the nation's mili- hardly large enough for a country'
STREET, IN FRONT OF'TIIE RUINED CITY II ALL,
sional elections.
tary establishment.
town.
If the democrats were as cautious
One of the most earnest workers In
The first "gent's furnishing goods"
face at every step Rs lie schambles up
as are republicans about airing dif behalf of the guard has been Senator establishment to reopen on Market
Successor to the Grand Hotel.
within the party there Dick, ot Ohio. He has been Identi- street, just beyond the Call uildipg, is' an on the site of the vanished Grand Market street imd dodges In and out
ferences
would not be so many republican vic- fied wirh the Ohio guard since a located In a tent,
meals among the piles of brick and stone.
half a dozen hotel, where atrocious
tories. There has been as much pri- young man, and now holds the rank shirts, and a stockwith
it looks for all the world like a
can
be had by anyone holding
collars
the frontier
of
and
town's principal street. Only
vate Indignation at Mr. Roosevelt, of major general commanding. He
by looking at the giaut ruin in the
lieutenant-colone- l
probably, as there ever was in a dem- Wi
of an Ohio
background and piles upon the street
ocratic congress against Mr. Cleve- regiment when war was declared with
land, but there hasn't been as much Spain, and saw service in Cuba in
is the Illusion shattered.
Climbing out of this
said about it. In the gospel of the that capacity. Returning 'rom the
average republican HtattesmaX. it is war he was uliii .st immediately electthoroughfare and turning one's back
much more important to maintain the ed to congress, and in the house
to the shacks which fringe it, the
republican party in power than it is to Speaker Henderson assigned him to
phantom city of dead things again
fight out personal differences.
membership on the military affairs
confronts the beholder, stretching far
iihjwihi imMy
m
commit t.e. He set about at once to
away Into the dim distance, apparently
Speedy Adjournment Sure.
do something for the national guard,
untenanted and lifeless.
Now that the meat inspection bill and the Dick bill, which
No, San Francisco is not rebuilding
reorganized
the the militia and placed it on a national
lias been disposed of without
as yet to any appreciable extent.
I
threatened ruction, there is nothing to footing, was the result.
Waiting on the Insurance.
prevent congress carrying out its proEverybody Is waiting on the Insurgram of adjournment on June 30.
Democrats in Fall Campaign.
ance companies, and loud and bitter
So far, the country heard ly realizes
llusiness is being put through now in
'1 ivr-are the complaints at their dilatory
style; Speaker that this is the year of a national
true adjournment-rus- h
I
tactics.
Cannon and the senate managers have political campaign, bnt the country is
Nobody has money to rebuild unt il
pulled the throttle wide open, and going to find it out just as soon as
the companies pay.
ANOTHER TYPE OF MARKET STREET RESTAURANT.
there is not likely to be yny hitch in congress adjourns. Chairman SherThe banks have no money to loan
man, :,i" the. republican congressional
the plans.
until the companies pay.
At the short sessions of congress rampaun committee, and Chairman neckties displayed for sale. The pro
price.
The whole situation, tense to the
there are frequently filibusters ai the (iriggs, ( the democratic committee, prietor has this hihel bung out:
In grim irony stands a lent restaur- - breaking point, hangs rMon the
wind-u- p
to prevent the passages of are both ready t ; launch their can"I'm in tile gutter now; but
"Ham niid Eggs, I'O cents." "Hats
and what will be the outsome measure to which some member vasses, and there is every indication soon lie out of it."
and Eggs. 2 cents," glares one in the come no man knows.
or set of members particularly object. that the contest is going to be dose
These most frequently occur in the and
senate, where the unlimited debate-rul- e
Democrats are very confident that a
gives obstructionists a powerful landslide next November Is going to
r,
weapon. At the long sessions,
place them in control of the house in
where there is no necessity of the next congress, and they believe
adjourning on a specific day, the tiling success ibis year will presage success
cannot be worked so well. No one In lyos. Whatever doubt may be cast
man is physically capable of holding ujkhi 1he sincerity of s mio men w ho
aHMKSfSMSMSr""
"""I
Ill
IMIHI
I ho
floor indefinitely, and when hot just now are busily engaged in boom1
weather settles down on Washington ing Mr. ltryan lor the l'jtis nominait would be a difficult matter to get tion, there is no doubt that demoany imml.er of senators to enter into crats in congress, of all shades and
a compact to dtday adjournment. The colorings of belief, are sincere! try?t tminority is just as anxious to escape ing to find common ground upon
front the capital as is the majority, which to stand.
l
L
ft
If democrats In congress can conand tilings that would have caused an
indigoutburst of r'shteous minority
trol the democratic party, and the
nation larlier in the session now go ilMiioera; ic party is able to pick the
linnol iced
field of ba'llc, the next presidential
I
In the house, during the
ten c.iiiipaihii will be fought on; on the
days of a session. mrmhCM are more lai iff qui si ion.
SMACK STORES ON MARKE T STREET, NOT FAR FROM THE FERRY lUU.'SE.
completely at the merry of the
They lie ,e e he I'ellisal of the !C
CHEAT Hl'SlNESS
IM.Ci KS H l M Kit I.Y STOOD IN THIS LOCALITY.
speaker and his committee on lilies pu..lii .:n ma j, ii i y to readjust ae tar,
than at any other time. Nothing can iff schedule.-r i i hold out any hope
get through without the speakers apwill be readjusted
dull
...e ; icinity i,s he oiii s who bad bc-tile
AND
proval, and whatever he decrees shall ill 111,- - mill' llllle. plcscllis dellKM
:
iic.--c
Wl'clie i
two w jlneit he TOOK LAUDANUM
go
through. invariably goes. The rai y its g'iMi-ioppori unity. A great
look before a IMllvc justice ot the
DIED IN JAIL YARD
lines ,f discipline are lightly drawn, ile.ii wili be leai.l a ix nil the tariff in
peace mid by his fliti, persuasive
and the member who would try to Hie congres-iopcanvass tins year.'
tongue
o
justice
induced
the
the THOS. J. FLYNN, AN
AT peace to adjudge thim witrhe.-- nici
play insurgent with adjournment day I'll' a gn at deal in
w ill be heard
OF HILLSBORO, COMMITS SELF- in sight would l.e brave to the point it in it liemre
,
inii day' two vears!
in
hi;
charj.:'-placed
them
ordered
DESTRUCTION.
of folly. In the cany days of u ses- llelice.
charged
solemnly
and also
them id
sion. Ahe (lowers thai lie look wiMi
SANTA
ROSA
Ini
i.i
- wizard
all things.
obey
miilnigli!
A
Tuesday, Thos. .1.
New Presidential Possibility.
charitable ey s upon a membi r who
Tiie wizard and bis two ass. slants I ijiiii, died on a cot In the jail yard
engage In those frui less insurrechas in en
intir-- i
Considerable
now proceeded to cure the old v.'onuiu. say- - the Hillsboro
Advocate. The
( ircub'S
by the
tions which now ami then break out amused in dniioi ra
a manikin of rags with cau.-- e
f bis death was four ounces
Judge AND SHAMEFULLY MISTREATED aThey rigged uprings,
Ihmuii
in the house.
It is possible that! revived
w
hich they could of laudanum, xvuich he swallowed
series of si
be needs tile advertising in Ins home (Itay of D laware. t'omnu nt upon the
TWO OLD WOMEN WHOM HE
pull ami make this doll take the bent
About
with suicidal Intent.
district, and if Ik-- gets bark Into linel P ssi iiliiy of Judge nray lu couung a
HAD UNDER HIS SPELL.
siiape of the deformed putlcut, and j o'clock Tuesday morning Flynn
on some measure tor wtiirh his xotel .r sii.entiil laeior almost invariably
used many kinds of charms and spells,
l
,ed into the drug store and pur-aa ry to the
is! i. i oinplim-ifoririv, m ss
is really necessary,
Delaware
all with no perceptible ttei t. Mean- cha
tour ounces of laudanum,
easy to win. Hut wo- - to any man juiisi, but democrats as a rule are In
A case in Judge Morse's court a f'W
while tiie wizard al.n- his two poor. i' .ed out of the store and drank
rerk'e-- s
tnougli to declare hi.-- in.le no hurry in commit themselves. They weeks back revealed a state of super- Ignorant
victims in sub a shocking Hie di lit? w hile standin,'? on the side- prudence on adjournment eve. "Trait- a'e awaiting the return of Mr. Bryan
only-iualby way. I,, atin.;; them '..all cluus.tnrea.t-- '
a Ik ot
the drug siore. Alter tau-t!ior'' would be branded :n bis luov., and for developments in the east's stition in our midst
ening them with g .ns and even drag- ing
drug he walked down the
and fon vt-- more tie w uld b" regard newly acquired Hryau sentiment. 'I he thai which existed in Massachusetts ging tllein
to u tire, when ne lulli ;, sin
and finally sat down in front
;iii i ailing opinion s. ems to lie Uiat if ".un years ago. says the Santa Rosa rope
cd as an ouMast.
to hang t.ieiii. and so thoroughly i f ihe Silver Leaf sal. on and fell
be ea.t is sincere in lis Hryan pro Sun.
terrorized tlum that they, dared not in a deep sleep. Hy tho time Dr.
Morgan and the Canal.
no name
but that ; f the
Il seems that one Juan Conzalcs,
disobey him in the least. They sub- Cixen arrived he hail passed beyond
might have profited large- Nehrui-kaDr.
will be presented to the
ly had he occupied a seat in the sen- cuiviniion. vliherwise, tin- - race will bailing from some seijuestered nook mitted to al! I Muds of abuse and inhun. an aid. About 5 o'clock in the
ate gallery on Wednesday. John T. te a very )x n one and Judge Cray, in old Mexico, posing as a wizard, a dignity, even ravishment, tin finally evening lie rallied and was rational
wizard,'' whatever that Hie people of the community awoke at tines until Just before he died. It
Morgan, sniator from Alabama, was no doubt, will nave serious consi.bra-may be (we are not very well posted to the tui tiia tiny were harboring a - sol t.iat Flytin was desperately ill
eighty-twyears of ag" on Wednes- inn.
in w itchcrati
has been wandering ,cbarlaian. a miserable wor; bless fakir, ive wiMi a Kingston young lady, who
day, and he c . rated the anniverthrouuh this county for several and call' .1 upon the aii'horities of the night before had ri fused to many
Deadly Serpent Bites
sary by ileliviring a long and very
forceful speech, 'he Panama canal Are as common in India as are s'om-ar- months.- - trading on the credulity of Santa Rosa t',,r relief. The sb, riff him. He declared that he wou.d
n: t
suicide. Flynn was an
and liver disorders with us. For tiie ignorant. After being drivra away iroirh; the wizard to town am! h
being his tlutiir.
titid drew a pension of $L'4 per
canal the latter, however, there is a sure from Anteuchieot and various other bad bis trial bet'oio Judge Morse, who,
The building ut uu
ou bis person were two hon,y out raged citizens, be t is needless to say. bound him oxer ti:,.nMi.
Electric Hitters, the greai settlements
is at once a iriiiiup" and a defea' lor remedy:
He ha been servSenator Morgan
llfi was .lie of the restorative medicine, of which S. A. drifted into pin'ada Canon. Here pli-he on three chargi s m await the investi-- . orable discharges.
.111 ion of the grand jury.
Hrown, of IlenneUsvllie, S. C.. says; found material ready at his hand,
udviM-at-sice in the Philippines and was disthe trr.-ceaiiie-- t
The climate of (luadahipe county charged oil account of lung trouble.
grturatioti. of a watnwav across the They restored my wife to perfect ant subjects and gullible patients. (Hie
isthmus, and he has !a'..n,i mi sea- hialth. after years of suffering with old woman, belli double with rheuma- does not agree with wizards and the xxiiiMi l.e contracted while in the servII ' was about l!u years of age,
to secure the dyspepsia and a chronically torpid tism,
n ami feeble minded, others better bunt a more congenial ile
son and out if s.
bitters cure chills engaged hi- - services on his promis clin.e in old Mexico.
and a l.a lve of Kentucky. He was
necessary legislation b eongres.-- . tit liver." Electric
.mil. d ;i' 'he county's expense in the
After much minium ry,
has sptikeii more and wreirii nior and fever, malaria, billiousncss, lame K( cure In r
Wednesday afternoon. T,he
See the picnic baskets in the Mcln-- , remit' i
on the subject of the caral. prola back, kidney troubles and bladded dis- many spells and incantations, he proat
made his neadu.irt'Ts
living r orders. Sold on guarantee by el nounce! her bewitched, and pi'i.el tosii Hardware 'ompany's disolav il, ci
bly, than any other man
Kir.- - i u
pool, weal; minded old woineu In window.
dead, slid has probably given Mio sub- drug-,- ' s. J'rh'e 10c,
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high-wate-

Fool a Lazy Liver
with Artificial Exercise

FRISCO, A CITY OF SHACKS How to

y

serious Sickness has a
small Beginning.
And, In nine cases out of
L- ten that small beginning ij
made in the Bowels.
Indigestion is Ihe beginning of most
'
diseases.
It paves the way for alt others.
Lack of exercise, hasty eating, Improper
food, are its firs't causes.
Laziness, and postponement, permits It
to grow into Chronic Constipation, which
g
Discomfort.
means
It Isn't necessary to be
know, in order to be mighty uncomfortable.
Even slight Indigestion affects the
nerves, dulls the mind, and obscures
sunshine of Life.
And, Indigestion once started, grows
fast, corrodes temperament, and discounts
happiness, good cheer, capacity.
It does that long before it puts you on
the Sick list.
Every thinking Doctor knows why.

S5W'.S8?G'

m

I

dull,

or

If digestion seems even a little slow,
If Heartburn, Belching, Colics er

Restlessness begin to show themselves,
Thai's the time to eat a Csscaret.
Don't imagine the Cascaret Is Ineffective because it Is pleasant to eat as Candy.
It acts as pleasantly as It tastes, tt is
as congenial to your Bowels as it is to your
Palate.
It is not a "Bile-drivewhich floods
out your stomach today with fluid juices
for tomorrow.
But, it acts like Exercise, Instead.
Il stimulates trie muscular lining of the
Bowels and Intestines.sothat they mechanically digest food and drive out the
waste.

life-lon-

r"

"rca

The lime to use a Cascaret is when you
first suspect you need one.
Tho only way to have them ready to
use precisely when you need them Is to
carry them constantly in your ,pocket, as
you do a Watch or a Lead pencil.
The ten cent box of Cascarets is made
thim flat, round-edgeand small, for this
precise purpose.
Be very careful to get the genuine,
made only by Ihe Sterling Remedy Company and never sold In bulk.
Every
tablet stamped "CCC,"

Professor Rand knew it.

That's why he framed up for students

j

r

If your tongue is slightly coated,
If your breath is under suspicion.
If your Head feels a trifle heavy

his famous formula for Happiness, viz.;
" Trust In Cod, and keep your Bowels
open."
The Bowels need adjustment from time
to time, Just like a clock, or a watch.
No ."Good time" is humanly possible
without this.
And, the time to adjust the watch 13
not when It has run down, nor when the
main spiing is broken, but at the very
minute adjustment is discovered necessary.
The time to adjust the Bowels is not
merely when your Head Aches, when your
Liver is Sick, your Stomach in Revolt, and
Nature's Food Process retarded for 24
hours or longer.
The proper lime to adjust them Is the
very minute you suspect they need adjustment.

d,

FREE
tV
We want to

TO OUR FRIENDS!

send to our friends a beanttfal

BONBON BOX.

French-desinie- d.

in colors. It is a beantr tor the
dressing table. Ten cents in stamps is asked as
measure of food fatth and to rarer cost ol Cascarets.
with which UiladlTnrr trinket is loaded.
Tl
y,
Send
mentioning this paper. Address
Sterling Remedy Company, Chicago or New Vatk.
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WITCHCRAFT
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R. U.K.
At Chicago
8 11 3
Chicago
7 13 5
It. H. E. St. Louis
At Cincinnati
Itatterles Hrown, Jfeisttr pnd Mo-ra1
Cincinnati
n in hot . Grady'and .iurrny.
8
0
3
ChicaRO
Itatterles Kelley, SUln, Kraserand
American League.
Schlel; LundKren and King.
R. H. E.
At Chicago
Jl. II. E. Chicago
At Xexv York
2
9 3
I!
1
5
New York
3 7
Detroit
0
5
Philadelphia
and Sullivan; Sie--i
Dugglehy, Hlchle and ver,itatterles WhitePayne.
batteries
Dona.iue
and
Donovan; Matthewson and Howercan.
It H E
At l'ittsliurg
Western I eanue.
1
C
2
PUtshurg
R. H. E.
At Omaha
0
!
St. lyouis
6 10 2
Omaha
Philllpia and Gibson; D,,nvt.r
Batteries
2 6 2
Taylor and Grady.
Batteries Sanders
and (ionding;
R. 1 E. Payne and Zalusky.
At Boston
1
3
3
Boston
R. If. E.
At Sioux City
4
4 Sioux City
2
Brooklyn
2 10 i
I
Batteries
1
lorner and Brown Pas- Lincoln
8 3
t riuiis and Hitler.
Batteries
Jarrett and freeze;
and Zinran.
American League.
At Des Moines
R. H. E.
K. H. E. IX-Al Chicago
9 16 1
MoitKH
3 it 0 Puebl.
Chicago
3 6 3
Detroit
l!ll 1 Batteries Clcotte and Towne;
Walsh, Owen and
Batteries
and Scnrant.
anrr
and Sullivan; KuIihihUih
R. II. E.
Second Game
Warner.
7 0
Des Moines
R. H.E. Pueblo
At Washington
3 7 2
(i
... 'i 4
Washington
Batteries
Manske, .McKay and
... 3 8 0 Towne;
New York
Minor and i.lessitt.
Kitson and Wakefield:
Batteries
Hogg and .Mclluire.
American Association.
R. If. E.
At Philadelphia-Bost- on
At Kansas City First Game-Ka-nsas
4
5
1
...
City
S 10
0 St. Paul
. . .
6
Philadelphia
Batteries Harries and C. ArmbrusSecond Garni
Kansas City
train; Plank and Powers.
f
H. II. E. St. Paul .
3
At S!. Ixniis
St. Louis
t l' U At Toledo
0
t H 4 Toledo
Cleveland
Howell and Spencer; Indianapolis
2
Batteries
At Louisville Tirst Game
Tinxusend and Heiiiis.
3
Louisville
2
t lumlius
Western League.
II. M
At Lincoln
Second Game
1
Li - Ixiuisvllle
Lincoln
II 2 Columbus
4
Piieldo
At Milwaukee
Batteries Jones and Zinran Stim10
nu ll and MesMlt.
..lilwaukee
E. Minneapolis
2
At lies Moines
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Des .Moines

3

liver ....
Batterii s - Clcotte. Manske, Miller,
and Towns; Wright and Zalusky.
R. IL K.
At Oma.iJ -- First Game
5
7
.1
Omaha
.'.
2
3
Sioux City
Batteries Corns and Bender Pat- terson and Freeze.
it. II. E.
Second Game
n i:i 2
Omaha
3
13
l.uox City
Ba'teries Koukalik McNeely and
Gonding; Corbett and Hess.
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Postmaster

Commissioned.
been commisTrenentlna, Sau
sioned postmaster
Viguel county.
Star Route Change.
Beginning last Saturday the Star
route between Hondo and San Patricio, Lincoln county, will be short-- i
ned three miles by eliminating
from the route.
Postortice Established.
A postofflco has been established at
Riley, lloosevelt county, to be served
from Texlco, eight ami one-halmiles
to tne east. William H. Palmer iha.i
been appointed postmaster.
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American Association.
Kunsas City
.,ansas City
St. Paul
At Milwaukee
Milwaukee
Minneapolis
Louisville-ColiiiiiliuAt Louisville
game postponed on account of rain.
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The Very Best Remedy for Bowel
Trouble,
Mr. M. F. Borrougns, an old and
well known resident of IllufTton, Ind..
Al T ledo
says: "I regard Chamberlain's Colic,
Toledo
and Diarrhoea Remedy as the
Indianapolis
l Cholera,
vry best remedy for bowel trouble.
I make t'uls statement
after having
SUNDAY'S GAMES.
Mwed tlio remedy In my family for sev- -'
era! years. I am never without it."
National League.
R. II. E. This remedy is almost sure to t
At Cincinnati
1
4
Cincinnati
needed before the summer is over.
2 Wliy not buy it now, and be prepared
3
Pi'tslmi'g
Weimcr, Wicker ami for such an emergency? For sale by
lkitti ries
Schlei; McFarlniul and Peitz.
VI druggists.
&
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No Lying Label

One of the greatest possible, triumphs for the vast
jewelry trade of this country Is the passage of the federal statute punishing as a misdemeanor the spurious
marking of gold and silver articles. Hereafter the maker and dealers In gold and silver Jewelry, goldware and
silverware, whether individually as officers and agents or
corporately, will at their peril place In the channels of
Interstate commerce or foreign trade goods stumped and
labeled as "Indicating or designed or Intended to indicate
that the gold and silver or alloy of either metal lu such
article Is of greater degree of fineness than the actual
fineness or quality of such gold, silver or alloy." The
penalty far violation of the act is a fine In each case of
not more than $500, or three months" imprisonment, or
both. If rigidly enforced it will undoubtedly serve to
strongthen confidence In the gold and sliver goods offered
by this country and thus Increase the profits of honest
dealers and manufacturers.
This act, which the manufacturing Jewelers hall as
a gTeat boon to their business, Is precisely Identical In
principle with the bill for the inspection and labeling of
meats, but which the packers have had sufficient influence to get eliminated from the bill. Why this difference
between the Jewelers and the packers? To ask this
question Is to answer it. The label on meat products was
required In the original gill to bear the date of inspection To leave off that date enables the packers to palm
upon the public nil the stuff, of every character, which
has been thrown back upon their hands, no matter how
old such stuff may be. Here Is what the
report says those gentlemen saw for themeslves:
"Another instance of abuse in the use of the laliel
came to our notice. In two different establishments
great stocks of old canned goodB were being put througl
a washing process to remove the old labels. They were
then subjected to sufficient heat to "liven tip" the contents to use the phrase of the room superintendent.
After this fresh labels with the government name on
them, were to be sent out bearing all the evidences of
product. In one of these In
being a freshly put-u- p
stances, bv the admission of the superintendent, the
stock thus being relabeled was over two years old. In
the other case the superintendent evaded a statement
of how old the goods were."
The continuance of these nefarious practices Is what
the packers secure by the omission from the label of the
date of inspection.
Xeill-Kcynol-

Powerful Opposition

The Citizen expressed the opinion that the New
Mexico press would be a unit In favor of statehood. It
seeJiis we were mistaken. The Eagle, a paper recently
begun at Santa Fv, is opposing jointure. Here is a sam
ple specimen oft its argument:
"The president has issued his directions to the fed
in the territories. He says that New
oral office-holdeMexico and Arizona must come In as one state and that
he expects the federal
to work to this end.
This looks a little like coercion. Perhaps the president
is not so well acquainted with the people of New Mexico and Arizona as he Imagines ho is. Because he
whipped the senate and the house of representalves Into
line in the statehood matter may lead hlin to think that
he can whip the, voters of the territories into line just
.
as easily."
It goes well with the following brilliant argument
from the Douglas International American : "Th presl- , dent
used two pens to affix his name to the statehood
bill, which shows that Theodorus Maxlmus considers his
name the most important part of the bill."
They both are companion pieces to this from the
Tucson Citizen : '"The Democratic party will grant single statehood to Arizona. The Democratic parly will lie
In power on the Cth of March, 1909."'
rs

office-holde-

rs

Hot Without Hope

The cause of Jointure Is not bo bad In Arizona, after
all, as the Phoenix Republican would have us lelieve.
This is apparent from reading between the lines of the
following, taken from a recent issue of that paper:
"We have been observing with amused interest the
cautious sidling of one or two small and insignificant
newspapers toward the joint statehood fence. The first
thing we know they will be on the other side, shouting
for Joint statehood.
"That will make no difference. They can do Arizona
no more barm on one side than the other, and they can
be of no assistance on either side.
"They have been merely waiting to see the light
As soon as the persuasion or the pressure Is applied they
will find their proper position on the statehood question
Their ultimate, as welhas their past or present positions
with reference to statehood, are of no importance, what
ever. We mention the matter now in order that when
these small and utterly unlnfiueutlal journals are at last
arrayed against Arizona their final settling down may not
ie reganiea as a slgnincant detection. It will mean
nothing at all beyond that they have seen a light which
they were looking for earlier in the struggle."
H. O. Bursuru In Dally Optic : It is autonomy the
people are anxious for. They desire a voice and some
measure of realization of a government of the people, for
the people and by the people. Arizona and New Mexico
should be close friends. They should meet each other In
a spirit of common Interests should joint statehood be
accepted. Let us be fair and liberal with what now con
stitutes our present sister territory. If the proper spirit
and good faith is shown with due deference f.r all interests, many of the seemi.igly knotty obsta'.ies may be
hatlsfactorily overcome. Why not provide in the constl- tulon a form of district government for the new state,
making the present Arizona one district, New Mexico
the other; adopt for each district the laws as they now
Btand and give to each district practically local govern
ment so far as the same may be compatible with i.tue
government?
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Earlier Settlement

,

Has Already Been Pro-

celebra
Norfolk, Va., June 23. The
tion of the settlement of Khgllsh speaking people at
Jamestown, Virginia, Is drawing near and I. attracting
Millions will visit the
much attention and research.
Jamestown Exposition and many of the visitors will
Journey up the broad river to Jamestown Island, where
the ruins of the first real American settlement have been
lying dormant for two centuries and more.
In connection with this Jamestown celebration It Is
well to remember that New England also has within her
boundaries a Jamestown almost coequal with that of
Virginia and of a'most equal historic Interest.
The Jamestown of New England is on the coast ol
Maine and is better known as ancient 1'emaquld. It was
settled by colonists from New England in August, 1!'7,
four months later than the founding of the famous Vir
ginia colony.
Ancient Pemaquid, now wHhin the town of Bristol,
was visited by Bartholomew Gosnold in l;"2t by Martin
Prlnir In 1tiu3, by George Waytuouth In lfioa and by Cap
tain George Pnphatn, with a colonizing party of 120 per
sons. Including a chaplain and surgeon. In 1 007 the year
In which Wlngfield and Christopher Newport landed on
the peninsula of the James river in Virginia 32 miles
from Its mouth. The Popham company came in two vessels, the Gift of God and the Mary and John, and landed
August 7, 1W7, "in a cove of twelve fathoms of water
tinder an island," then called St. George's island, now
the island of Monhegan. On Sunday, August 9, 1607, religious services were held by the colonists, at which a
cross was erected, the earliest monument of English
Christian civilization In Now England. Rev. Richard
Seymour, chaplain of the expedition, with the English
Book of Common Prayer in his hand, led the service and
read for the first timo in the wilds of Maine those familiar words: "Almighty and most merciful Father, we have
sinned and strayed from Thy ways like lost sheep; Oh,
l.rd, open Thou our lips."
Pemaquid was the most active settlement in America
from 1 fit 5 to 1622. It was a town of fifty houses, with
a church having a steeple to it; with a shipyard, where
a vessel was built and launched before the close of the
year 1G08; with a large trade in fur and fisheries, and
with an active and successful commercial trade previous
to lfiH. The late John Wingate Thornton, a most trust
worthy authority. Bays, In one of his historical monographs, that "while the Pilgrims were struggling for life
at Plymouth and Conant. was founding Capo Ann, Pema
quid was probably the busiest place on the New England coast." In fact, Jamestown of Pemaquid was fully
as prosperous und even more Important than Jamestown,
Virginia. Thornton says that to Pemaquid "we must
look for the Initiation of civilization into New England."

vided For.

Increase

The cool breeze find an easy entrance through cur
airy Crashes, Serges and Homespuns.

The city council met in ihe office of
City Clerk 11. F. 1ee this afternoon at
tho request ot Mayor McKee, for the
purposo of settling upon a tax levy
for tiie ensuing year. The tax levy
matter could have gone over until the
next reguiar meeting, but the mayor
was afraid
thai the next meeting
night would net develop a quorum,
which was the case on last meeting
night, when no quorum could bo had
because of the absence from the city
of several of the councllmen. Since
then Alderman Wllkerson has returned to tho city and so have Aldermen
though In
Harrison and
the meantime Aldermen Beaven and
lsherwood have left, the former on a
pleasure trip to California, with his
family, and the latter for Chicago,
where he was called on business.
This leaves six councllmen In the
ity, five of whom will make a quorum
for the meeting this afternoon, if so
many can be brought to the meeting.
Mayor McKee stated this morning
that there was no prospect of a
change In this year's levy over that
of last year, which was tea mills.
Some ptvvple probably d.m't understand, now that the city Is about to
build a 30,ii0o city hall, why taxes
are so high as a result. For several
ears past the city has maintained a
building fund which has been provided
for In past tax levies and is provid
ed for In the ten mills levy. The fact
is, the ptople have been building a
building fund for several years, many
of them unknowingly. It. was out of
this fund that tHp council was able to
pay cash for the building site it. now
owns.

Yet, for all their lightness, skillful Tailors have given
that you would think

a permanent shape to the garments
impost! )le in stuff so Zephyr-like- ,

Yes, even if you are one of those large, healthy

bother with.
Wool Crash, Serge and Homespun Suits or Coat and

Trousers.
$7-$- 20

We'll certainly fix It all right with your purse.

Fine Clothing and
Furnishings

ROLLER FLOUR MILL FOR SALE.
including
Machinery,
complete,
roller
boiler and engine, for
flour mill. Address, Martin, LoUman,
Las Cruces, N. M.

Adams & Dilgard I

Waes

CURES KIDNEY AILMENTS.
CURES DIABETES.
CURES INDIGESTION.
CURES DROPSY.

Cor. Fifth

FAYWOOD,

Street and Railroad

Avs.

Grand Central Motel

'his
these closing remarks
morning, Judge AblKitt sentenced Von.
ceslado Gallegos, the murderer of one
Francisco Torres, of Haton. N. M.,
to forty years in the penitentiary:
"I shall have to Impose sentence
as nearly as 1 can commensurate wltn
what seems to be tne nature ot me
case. It is always a painnu unty io
a man, particularly a JvSvll'ji v
if as '1
have to
young man, Jo the penitentiary; most
men can be put to better use tnan
,;,) 'ill!
being shut up In a jail, and as I have
often said, this sentence Is not im
posed according to my mind, as a pun
nec
ishment on the man. juti as i
e
which Large. Mry Rooms.
essary means of
Prces Very Reauie community has to adopt to prosonab'e.
tect itself against such men. I im
pose a sentence of forty years.
MRS. OWEN DINSDALE.
I want to Impress upon tne pris
Proprietor
oner that good behavior In the peni
tentiary will take off nearly half of
the time that 1 have telt bound to im
Something Doing
pose, and hat, as he is a young man Always
still, I hope he will firmly make up
his mind to do right while he Is at
AT THE
tne penitentiary and after he gets out,
never get Into any more trouble.
I of course, feel very sorry to rmpose
sjjch a penalty on him, but feel that
until he changes and decides to do
very different from what he has been
doing, it is not safe for him to be out
and that I hone, whenever he has the
opportunity again, he will consider it
his first duty to be a good citizen.'
The killing of Torres took place in
the Heaton mining camp early in
April. Torres and Gallegos were fel
low workmen in the mine. The killing took place early In the morning
after a night of drink and gambling,
Gallegos, in a fit of anger,; attacked
Torres with a hatchet, literally chop
ping his head open. One blow was
Btruck in such a manner that a piece
of the skull bone flew clear from the
head. The evidence snowed tlmi Gai
legos, in his violence, continued
ta
chop his victim after he lay prostrate
one
on the ground.
The offense was
which under ordinary circumstance,
would be murder in the first degree.
The court mentioned the gravity of
the offense In sentencing the pris
oner,
nut
explained that the jury
would not likely understand that Gal
legos was more responsible than an
ordinary man who would kill another
while under the influence of liquor, as
he was doubtless aware before drink
ing it, of tne tendency liquor bad to
make him quarrelsome and a danger
NO. 118 WEST GOLD AVENUE.
ous person.
Gallegos had a confederate in ihe
killing of Torres, who by a severance
taken in the case, was not tried with
V8th

:
2
A. C.

would
Stales eon

like to have an amendment to the I nlu-slltution limiting the amount of money or property which
can be held by one person or corporation. Ho says that
one ot the most dangerous ideas Is that "an individual
or Corporation has the rlgnt to get bold or own as much
money or propeity as he or it can acquire." The Idea ot
preventing i ne aeciimuiat ion of vast wealth is gaining
new advocates. Hut it is not certain that suea restriction
would prove to be just the thing wanted.
"Don't you think the urlsidtnt's runt." said Mr. Hen- nessy, "whin he wants to put a limit on how much money
a man can have?''
"1 do.' said Mr. Dooley. "but I'd rather out a limit on
A const iutional amendment
lisw Utile he can have."
pieseribing a minimum limitation might have just as
much effect ami uttisfy far more people than would a
maximum one.
Just leu Holmes of the United Stales siloielllu court
does not agree with the Justice in Wisconsin, lie sug
Kests that tii h men merely "control" their large fortunes
nut thin ill.- public really profits by them.
Tendencies
which make capital plentiful and its investment, profit-aidhe holds, benefit the people, even though they own
Utile of the capital themselves. The topic is as good as
nny for the hot season, when there are lew topics to dis
rtiss. Hut, unfortunately, it is a Utile beside he main
question. The Important question which really confronts
us is not whether a limit shall be drawn upon the crea
lion of wealth, bill whethtr wealth shall be made to bear
its just share in the maintenance and advancement of
government and society.
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BILICKE AND JNO. S. MITCHELL INVITE THEIR FRIENDS TO
MAKE NEW MEXICO HEADQUARTERS AT THE

HQLLEfcSBEGK HOTEL

1

ot-n- d

Los Angeles, Calif.

"Wt.-,t.JjjlBJ-.-

w
S

Your friendship and patronage

is appreciated.
Courtesy and attention
guests is a pleasure to us.

HOLLENBECK HOTEL AND CAFE BETTER THAN EVER.
CONVENIENT AND DESIRABLE.

Gall.
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This alii rnoon the attention of the
was occupied with arguments on
a demurrer tiled by W. H. Childers.as
attorney tor F. A. Hubbell, to the answer filed by X. H. Field, as attorney
for Jiiso it. Armijo. to the quo warranto proceedings brought by the
y general In relation to Hubbell,
In the
coutry treasurer's
office

,J

(Opposite

IClks'

Theater.)

W. I. SWAIN'S $30,000 TEN
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Comedians.

Indians
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On Saturday, Judge AiiUvt granted
Mexican.
:t cl i m ,,i tlie J
C. Hal lrldge Lumber c in , n j- for $443. U3 against prop AT NIGHT ONLY, RAIN Oil SHINE.
erty ;r, old AlbiUHK rqtie, known as
NO DIS A PIOINT.M ENT.
'

h
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i
saloou, built and
one William
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for-uie-
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Doors open at 7 p. m.

Show begins at
CHANGE IN BUSINESS.
our
Hart H Ford, have sold
"f ue rchandif e and good wit!.
(
t in the I. X. 1a (Jrocery
Trimble T. Wells & Co.
We recommend ttiem
to oiiv
f your
KelitlellVU worthy
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FORD.

CAN BE DONE DURING THE HOT
SUMMER DAYS
GAS
WITH A
RANGE ONLY. THERE IS A COOL
PROFIT IN GETTING ONE NOW.

CONNECTED FREE.
Col. Telephone,
No. 98.

I

.

Automatic,
237.

The Albuquerque Gas, Electric Light and Power Co.
CORNER 4th AND GOLD

91mC9

MELINI & EAKIN,

Wholesale liquor and

t'ir

Dealers

Exclusive Agents for Yellowstone and O. F. C. Whiskies, Most
Chandon White Seal Champagne, 13 . Louis A. B. C. Bohemian and
Jos. Schliti Milwaukee Bottled Beers, and owners and distributors
of the Alavarado Whiskey. Write for our Illustrated Catalogue and
Price List. Automatic Telephone, 199. Salesroom, 111 iouta Tint
Street, Albuquerque, New Mexlce.
1

IJ N 33 2 5 THE BEST IN TOWN

JESSE JAMES

the

COOL COOKING
COOL WASHING
COOL IRONING
v

I

K.
a i ii
a petition filed las: week
by th.- KaMcm Hallway vf .New Mexico, askitii; that certain property along
Historical Life in
Western
the right f wiy of the road in Va-'- Wild
i .nil y .
be condemn' d, Judge
Reality.
Abboti tm,.iV appointed Victor Sais,
Nicola- - Mo'ino and Adolj h Didier as
Sensationalism,
Comedy,
Realism,
appKi si;. ,, sm.h property.
Cowboys,
and
i

OUR COOL PROPOSITION

i

L

NIGHT

LOCATION

DEPOT AND BEACH LINE CARS STOP AT THE HOLLENBECK DOOR.

if

MONDAY

..

to

New Mexico people spending the Summer on the beaches are welcome to
feel at home in our hotel when visiting Los Angeles.

A
L

E
Y
S

FIRST

See Santa Fe Agent for round
trip rates, good for thirty days.

New Mexico

1

BOWLING!

the Wisconsin supreme court

ACCOMMODATIONS
CLASS.

Specialty

Our

T
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nRELIEVES, PAIN.
BUILDS UP THE SYSTEM.
CURES RHEUMATISM.

Springs

COURT APPOINTS LAND APPRAISERS

-

PLEASANTLY SITUATED,
EASY TO REACH.

Funeral Directors

nt

of

Fayvood
Hot

Attorneys Argue Demurrer to
Answer in Quo Warranto
Embalming Is
Proceedings.

xxxxyvooooccoooooccococoo
Shall There Be Limit
to Wealth or to Want
ct

cocoooo
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TO FORTY YEARS

General Corbin's address to the graduating ciass at
West Point the other dav was In wretched taste and In
every way of most questionable poiiey.
"In the matter of compensation, he said, "your pay
will be less for years to come than that now paid skilled
mechanics. Those entering the foot servho will redive
$3.89 per day, while mounted officers wil receivo (1.17
per day. The present pay per day of Liieklnyots is $0,
ot plasterers
of carpenters and painters 4.50. so that
all skilled labor has a better per diem than the government gives to graduates or tho military academy."
It was the rankest fo'lv for tie army office to forte
this unjust and Indefensible comparison. It is unjust Lo
calise the wages of laborers cm not be properly computed by the day. It Is indefensible because it wil
arouse dangerous antagonisms.
In eveiy, one of the
trades enumerated periods of enforced idleness, nearly
all over the country, due to weather conditions, delay In
getting material, and oher obstacles not v. Ithin tho work- mans control, are numerous. The workman r: pay &ons,
too, when he Is sick; stops also on holidays. The pay
of the army officer continues 3K5 days In the year and for
all his life. It increases with his growing '.e while tlc-workman's pay decreases. The youn.t,-- anuv officer i
given four years of admirable education at public ex
pense, with an allowance from tho government even for
from the
his incidental expenditures. He draws ,t
government from the day he enters West l'oint unil he
leaves the world. It may not be a large one. but it Is
certain, and he is spared the greatest horror ol poverty,
which is not merely the lack of all the money desired
today, but the
dread of absolute penury In
some day not far distant.

justice-ele-

SUMMER RESORTS AND HOTELS

GALLEGOS SENTENCED
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Fel-

that most Clothiers think it too much trouble to

low

Los Angeles Examiner.

ever-prese-

v

Then your size la here.

l
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We never before were to well prepared to take good
care of the heat driven Man, with smart looking, comfortable Clothes.

SPECIAL MUTING THIS AFTERNOON

e,

bri-ii.i-

For Warm Weather

The New City Building Fund

-

nt

ClV
LLI I

Tham Plymouth IlocK
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MONDAY, JUNE 23, 1906.

I

WILL BE 10 MILLS

(Jut of the fifty old paper-daily
Mexican:
and weekly, published In Arizona, there were three nrlx-ina- l
joint statehood papers, one daily and two wei Klies.
The number of these has not yet been increased, bin
there are sisns that within a ecl or s three or four
more will be added to the list. It seems slow work, llilii
statehood propaganda in the
territory,
but the ftjjht is going on and It must tell in the long run.
The great drawback is shortness of time. What 'he
result in Arizona will be is certainly, at iliin time, very
problematical. The chances for a yea vol on the adoption of the enabling act are not very
Hicts are
facts, and must bo taken intn constdera: i. n. This is a!l
the more reason for the people of New M v ieo to cas;
Cleveland Had Hit Way.
the greatest possible vote for the cnabH'r; act and for
Cleveland used to tisli and shoot iu
the candidates of the Republican party :i Xove.uijcr '!
next.
'he Harnegai Bay district. John Canilniin, a guide, say
that one cold, wei night Mr. Cleveland got lost. He wan
The Citizen is sorry to spoil the hopes of Hu- New dend through the rain and darkness, trviiu; to liud hi
Mexican for a decent tight agaiust joint .statehood by party, but not a bouse could he see. n.: a ..iit ,nu;- a
the anti press of Arizona, but it can not refrain from re- road.
Finally he struck a niutow lane, an-- in due course
producing the following from the Douglass International
American : "In refusing such a condition ihe people of a house appeared. It was now hue. Mr. Cleveland was
Arizona are but doing what any oher state in the Union cold and tired. He thought he could v) no farther, so
would do if confronted with u like proixisitlon to the he banged at the door till a window on the second door
submitted.
Arizona
has
now
the went up, and a gruff voice said:
twice
one
is
"Who are you?"
and
importproperty
in
double
A friend," said Cleveland.
and
ance In the mutter of Industrial enterprises
What do you want?"
prosperity over New Mexico, while that territory has a
'1 want to stay here all night.'"
much larger population and would be able to control
"Smj there, then"
every political and industrial condition of the new state.
And the window
with a Uai.,', :.nd
With a population containing seventy per cent of Mexshouldered his gun again and wearily n mimed
icans in New Mexico, does anyone wonder at the refusal
his Journey. Boston Herald.
of Ariswna o agree to such a merger?"
New
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Staple and Fancy

STAGE TO JEMFZ SPRINGS
undersigned la prepared
o
The
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make trips to and from the celebratr)R THIS
Hillsboro Creamery Butter Best on ed JEMEZ HOT SPRINGS. Any InDATE ONLY.
formation desired oau be secure
Earth.
from tJorpe H. Moore, No. 113 Wett
Virtu going miles t- - see. Be there. Orders Solicited.
Free Delivery. Railroad avenue.
JAMES T. JOHNSTON.
South Second Street.
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Warrants For OppositeOpera HouseTonight. Joe Sheridan Talks of Carth
age Railroad-- E. A. Miera
Show of Merit and Sure
Observing Health
Receives Cattle.
To Please.
Ordinance.
Out

OTHER NEWS FROM POLICE COURT WHAT

PH(EMX THINKS

The W

That Health Officer Main. Intends

1.

OF

SHOW

Swain Jesse James show

Sunday mornU see that the ordinances governing arrived in Albuquerque
the ckanlnx' up of premises, the do- ing on No. 1 from the west. They are
ing away with nuisances of every de- erecting ft oig show tent on the vascription, and the making of Albu- cant lot opposite the h.lks' 'theater,
querque sanltarv city, are rigidly en- and will give the production tonight.
The moenlx. Am., Republican has
forced, against all alike, uo matter
who they may be. was mado manifest this to say aliout the Swain show:
"Jesse Jamea," as depicted by the
in iKjIlew court this morning, when
showing as one
three warrants were issued f r as company of players, attractions,
pleasmany .property owners, charging them ;r the V. I. Swain
ed nearly 1,60 people last night In
with maintaining a nuisance.
the big tent of the vompany. .oated
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of

Business
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We

II. n. William J. ..Iills, chief justice 'an opportunity to vote on any sort of
Wo should accept It now
of New Mexico, In response to the in- statehood.
w hile we can get It.
position
on the
quiry concerning his
"The provisions of the act are very
expressed him-el- f liberal, particularly that giving pracstatenood qutstlon.
the other day to a representative, tically $35,000,000 (or the benefit of
of ihe l.as Vegas Optic, as follows: the schools of the new state. The in- "1 am heartily In favor of the bill, terest on that sum ought to be sufn-and hope that the vote as provided for clent to give the new state as fine a
will be school system as that possessed by
by the Carter amendment
any state in Ihe Union.
adivtvd by both territories.
"I Intend to do all 1 can to assist
"If the bill Isn't passed it may le
very many years before we again get In t'.ie passage of the net."
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J. J. Sheridan, the
for
the Scorro company at Elmendon,
who came In from the south last Saturday to spend the Sabbath with
Mrs.
Sheridan, will return to his
duties at Elmendorf on the southbook-keepe-
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Library

Roll Tot
Standing
Deks. office Chairs, Book
Cases, Typewriter
Stands'
and Tables.
We guarantee our line to
DekR, Flat

and

represent the best

workman-

ship and blgheut clasa ot
cabinet work. The desk you
buy of us will not fall to
pieces In a short time, that
causing you touch aanep-anc-

passenger train tonight. Mr.
are
Sheridan says the contractors
pushing work on the New Mexico
Our prices are the lowest.
LOCAL JOKERS
Midland road from San Antonio to the A LAND AND IRRIvantage coal fields, and that the road
will no doubt be in active running or
HAVE SOME FUN
GATION PROJECT
der not later than July l'. (trading has
oeen
completed
Washingnine
and
for
rails
laid
A. Vlvluna wa-- - the first vioiim to j at tlie orner of Fifth and
The piece, naturally at miles, and the balance of the route,
l)e given a neaiiug on me viniiigij kh ton streets.
maintaining a nuisance. Vivlana, so tractive to music loving people In the about. fiv miles, will be rapidly push- For the Blue Water Valley. With Commercial Club's Teletoward completion. Mr. Sheridan
the complaint stated, owns some prop- west, was made doubly Interesting ed
erty at lae corner of Fourth street ov tne high class manner in which has worked so hard at Elmendorf,
308-31- 0
Wants
phone Number-Cle- rk
Company Incorporated to
N. M.
Ave.,
presented since accepting the position of book
and Copixr avenue, on which is a the cast o, twelve peopleevery
company,
keeper
one
for the above
that
vault that has not been cleaned and It. From the applause,
it Changed Quick.
Make Improvements.
ne has reduced his avoirdupois twelve
properly removed for some time. The seemed to enjoy the play,
However, the inlay Itself is not au IKiunds, but he reports hiniseit in g wd
health officer, and likewise the chief
f police, notified
Vivlana several that there was of last evening's per health and ready for a foot race at
3,000-ACRAN IMMENSE
FARM "HELLO! 1 WEN! Mli REE? SKID 00"
time to cart away the refuse, but he formance, i'or the company has among the approaching territorial fair.
neglected to comply with these re- its performers Rlx of the cleverest en
Received
Cattle.
tertainers that have? visited tne city
quirements, hence the warrant.
Hon.
E. A. Miera, who rceived
In police court this morning it de- for some seasons. Tne leader ot the 1,"(.h stock cattle on the Charles
There Is one subscriber of the ColoArticles of Incorporation for the
is h. J. Menkemellcr, who
veloped that Vivlana had merely covcompany rado Telephone company in this city
leve!:pmtnt
Water
Blue
ranges,
in
the
Iewls
San
Andreas
His dialect
ered over the refuse, instead ot haul- took the part of "Uge.'
mountains, bordering on the Jornado were filed wiih the territorial secre- who is thinking very seriously of dising it away. When itaxed with this, was perfect, and his facial expressions del Muerto. day before yesterday,
The com- continuing his service unless the comre- tary at Santa Fe Friday.
uproar.
an
Kept
in
audience
the
replied:
he
turned to the city this morning from pany, which has a capital stock of pany sees fit to change his number.
presents
Air.
Swain
The
that
fact
smella
no
I
I
dere;
"Wella, no liva
The sulwriber referred to is the
the south. The cattle were pur- $150,000, $2.oimi paid up, has as Its
da stink; I no seea da etink, because his shows in a tent was considered chased last year from Mr.
for Incorporators, S. W. Worthy, of Chi- genial clerk at the Albuquerque Comon
qualify
many
by
the
a
reflection
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1 covera
'nougha."
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cago; Harry F.
and Harry P. mercial club, and the club's prcfciit
who this springs delivery, and now hav- uwen, of this city,l.ee
However, the Judge didn't seem to of the play, but it is only those carry
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who
times
to
are
ut
the
net
'nougha,"
for
ed,
think thnt this "was
is understood, acting nominally. causing the clerk so much anti v ance,
In be driven from the ranges to a point The it principal
office of the company Is poor man "23."
lie fined Vlviana J10, warning him to suo'i views. Mr. Swain has been
on the opiwsite side of the river from
years
for
sixteen
business
show
the
requireimmediately comply with the
"Yes," said the club's e'e ': this
San Antonio, turned over to a force will le maintained tor the present In
prominently
been
name
has
on
his
and
ordinance,
ments of the healtn
morning, as he leaned sadly ut his
of men In the employ of Mr. Miera, this city.
grc
several
of
the
with
identified
again.
pain, of being hauled into court
While the three gentlemen above cue near the billiard table, somehits of various seasons. Three year and the latter will drive them to the
appear as the Incorporators, thing's got to be 'did,' and tha: quickVivlana promised to clean up.
ago he went out with a company ot ranges of the Naciniiento mountains. named
Mr. ...itra says he found the Oscura It Is understood that those most heav- ly, or I'm liable to be a fit c indidale
This Wonderful
doing
Worth-ingtoHe
week
stands.
own.
his
A warrant charging Mrs. A.
and San Andreas ranges pretty dry ily Interested In the new company are for the "nutty factory' at Las Vegas.
with maintaining a nuisance, found that in many places it was pos at this time, nut the cattle, neverthe Messrs. Worthy, of Chicago; C. K.
see,
telephone
our
"You
number
,
contrary to the beaUa ordinance, on sible for him to ehow only by using less, are in good conuulon.
Machine Sews a
There wantland, of Denver, and W. F. Shel-ton- here Is 23, and all day long some of
trust houses, and these cnly, niter was plenty
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who
of
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amuse themgrass
during
of water and
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Chicago,
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Van
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Doren,
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following
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after the
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engineer,
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leen
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for
idea
tomorrow morning.
,
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organization of the company.
in Two Minutes,
"Of course I answer yes, and then
good trim for marketing.
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re
will
be
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then.
Since
W. W. McCiellan was served with
The company, which will operate in the voice at the other end hands tne
experts
this
Mr.
leave
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to
greatest
ar
of
some
the
a warrant today charging him with called tha
evening or early tomorrow morning the Ulue WtUer valley, in Valencia something like this:
mnlntnininfr n nnisnnce on his prem tists of ho country h3ve appeared tor his nome at Cuba. Sandoval county, is the oitlgrowlh of the old
" 'Well, If that's 23 I'd like to talk
for which We
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in
such
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a
and
Blue Water irrigation and Ijand com to Mr. "Sklddoo." Is ho there?"
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manner
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"Of course, I'm 'wise' by that time
are being fought.
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past
tent
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not
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receiver
here
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until
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and Mr. Swain
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last night that it was the the city today from Sandoval. He to certain conditions that prevailed, other
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fortunate
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cleaning
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water
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they
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Tula nrd.nnnee. ssvr Officer Mainz It is known to those who follow the by the farmers of the Sandoval pre- some time ago, and purchased by the telephone
rang and the
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The telephone makes the
The telephone preserves your
redoubtable Jesse, while C. Ilea
Llnwood avenue, Wednesday. The ing Alleys.
Work Guaranteed.
as Bob Ford, was fairly good, us wedding will be very quiet, none but
o
health,
prolongs your life and
lighter,
duties
the
less,
caret
Try a Citizen Want ad.
No. 103 North First Street.
were the rest of the cast. Hill, the the immediate relatives of the
vaudeville artist, came into his own.
protects
your home.
ing parties being present.
and the worries fewer.
The
however, In the part of Llge. He newly married pair will make their
With an ease that was really pitiful should east aside nis tianip and Irish home In
A
SCHOOL
lis Vegas, where .Mr. lingers
IN
HOME
YOU NEED A TELEPHONE
YOUR
hereafter, and confine
llio mechanical
department bowliiig make-up- s
Is established in the practice nf law.
FOR BOYS
team of the Morning Journal walked self to playing blackface parts.
11.
Judge
W.
John
Burke,
of
brother
awy with the big end of the seme in Ki pt the audience in an uproar of Burke, w ho enjoyed yesterday and toPALO ALTO. CALIFORNIA.
Ui.lr match game on the WeM alleys .aughter all ihe- - lime ho was on I :ie day with old friends here, will leave
Fur '!i i:ii ii years has been sending lvs into Stanford university and
with the team from the mechanical s: ase.
tonight for Helen. Mr. Burke has been the technieal Mhools and higher InstP u: ions of the east. One teacher to
touight and w ith the Grant Consi ruction company every
The bill at the
department The Evening Citizen. Satfie lys nienjis thorough and siicct sfnl work. The location of the
the Tuesday ami Wednesday nights will (railroad
Anderson,
afternoon.
urday
builders for many years as fcjiool, in ir a gri'tt university, and In the most wautiful valley In
Escaped
Convict," and one df the company s grade foremen,
"strong man" lor the Journal team, be "An
ha-furnished inspiration and every facility for the development of
Thursday
and and as the whole outfit has recently mind an I body
night
next
carried off individual honors in bowl- on
ll ime care under idal dormitory iystem. classical
Finest Whiskies
The
of
pins.
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remainder
a
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ing
of the week.
total
the
l.een called off the work on th" Colo- ' and
Modern languages under foreign teachers. Three
.iiiires.
n
booby
wim
Miss
l.yllian
prize
winning
the
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A:
well
good
MiUdin
with
Phoenix,
gymnasium,
9
equipped
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well
rado
mar
Arizona
road
stocked
Wines, Brandies.Etc.
with a total of 221 pins. The Jour- :heir new I - ading lady. in the in!i and transferred to the Itlo Puerto end library. Ample grouudii for athletics wlii.h are given under a train
if
nal's final score was 1.722 pins, the I ,le. w ill in- j resented.
New cinder track for the ciiiing year. Catalogue Illustrated
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of the cut off at Helen, Mr. Burke will in:r.icior.
Prop'r.
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a
.
making
Ihe former
Citizen 1.243,
Iron;
views sent on req les-- H'h year begins Aug. L'0, 'jo!.
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winner ly i't'J pins. Following is the
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Zoological
For
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score In d tail:
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Helen this year.
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Live
otter,
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Total. Av.
road !i"-;- ii h1 'bis afternoon to the
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black
r
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h
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wild
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S
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Washington,
Naturalist,
Hot weather is here too warm to wash and Iron. Send your
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X
X
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i
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TOO LATE TO CLARIFY
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I Hgneo
crushed or wrinkled. Domestic or gloss finish.
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ni l if f.esli since the accident, i'
I.Wih t rir U aves city for the springs FINELY
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liuffdlo scale, 1 marS.J
FURNISHED COTTAGES,
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re in tow wha a wonderfully ,y
Davis
Back of Postoffice.
ble eounter, 1 Ice Ixix, capacity, one mi.--- c nsMtu i'in th- - unfnriunate
221- 73 3
7
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Crane
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i
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'every
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"
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gine, 1 I horse-powe- r
at the Springs,
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fnday through in one day. Only
j. b. BLOCK, Prop,
sttam water pumps, 1 Buffalo mea' w irh Ms wife soon.
line w.'h han?e of s'ock en route.
chopper. 1 buiie grinder, 1 tausage
Jemez Hot Springs, New Mexico.
The picnic caskets fc. tale t the
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ROUGH DRY.
We .1" it right.
Mcintosh Hardware ccmoany't store
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SUBSCRIBE FOR THE EVENING CITIZEN AND GET THE NEWS
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(Extracts of Sermon Delivered
Methodisl

by

Church,

Rev. Sollie. of the
Yesterday Morning;.)

AT MAGDALENA

Highland

So Says Correspondent-Wo-

ol

Growers Satisfied With
"Rrethern. I count not myself to .for whom ! have Buffered the loss t
Crop-Wh- eat
Good.
Imve apprehended: but thin one thing ' all things, and do count them lint
It.
I may win In Christ."
things
dross,
which
forgetting
that
those
do,
I
are 'behind, and rtachlng forth untojwas this type of Chrisianlty that the
Ihose things which are liefore. I press Master hnd reference to when he said: WILL START A CHICKEN RANCH
toward the mark for the prize of the "Greater love hnth no man than this,
that a mnn lay down his life for his
lilgh calling of God In Christ .Testis."
friends. Ye are my friends, If you do Special Correspondence:
a'hilliplans 3. 13.
Subject: "Pauls Idea of the Christ- - whatsoever I command you."
Magdalenn, N. M
June 23. Dry
Paul's prize: The prize for wbirh
an Religion."
prevails licit-- , at present, and
1,0 ri,n was heaven, and at no time In weather
badly needed for the ranges.
i......i " kiicpchx h,B
St. rai l miM.ha
career did he doubt for rain is
christian
Mis K- 4n any department of He.
,,,
,s nblllty tw wln tnroKn There Is plenty of water for Irriga.K
tion. Wheat Is in fine condition, and
Scrmination to wcompIlKl. any
there will bo a very lieavy'crop. Some
,
that he undertook. bacVo. by Mbn un
fc
Btrrngtn(,noth
h
wheat Is already ripe and ready for
iring real and enerp made hln
deseripa
undertake
- " " Im.
harvesting.
The first cutting of al.er , ,
mere
,. ,
would
be but
tion of heaven
was
falfa
the
best in many years, and
KHruei,.-iiii
mv
rmrt.
the
about
nP11..tliin
1een of the i. out rum v nnn nave propriety of which' I have some doubt was saved In fine condition.
n "U
In Algodones and viclnty here are
h.pnes, n
announce that
polish, the
rnrneilter. nlS SCT ICCS WOllm he will preach on heaven, l always very few grasshoppers and as yet
work
they have done little damage to the
have been in demand wherever
feel curious to know where ho will
was found a merchant, his courtesy get his information. 1 agree that many crops. There are very few grasshopcuspers In l.os Ranchos preclnel, either.
to. and square dealings with, his
have taken in hand to tell us where
tomers, would have given him a large It is, nnd how it is, but I frankly con- However, Bernalillo nnd Alameda
have a great many and they are doing
Urado a phvsician. hi constant
fess, that while many of these
good deal of damage to the growing
a
and sympathy for his patients
are beautifully woKded, none
to the
would have Insured hii i a lucrative of them satlstv me. Some tell us that crops. If nothing happens
infruit crop It will be very good this
qiractice in any city a lawyer, the
and
will
transformed
be
this
earth
year.
terest of his clients would never have
the good will continue to live here,
Don Manuel D. Gonzales is going
suffered for a lack of attention and while others believe differently.
It
Into the chicken business at U)S
ability on the part of their attorney
is
it
me
enough
to
is
know
that
for
husband, his family would not have the home of the redeemed, wherever Ranchos, and he Is fixing up a plac
suffered for food and raiment. There located. If the great aspostlo knew, for about l.noit chickens, and has alIn the text, that
ready several hundred on hand, some
re three thought
as he doomed It unlawful to speak of it, of which are a very good class ot
ere characteristic of St. Paul's life
all
be
way.
must
general
It
a
only
In
man. and as a Christian, his work. that heart could wish, the best that chickens. He will no doubt make a
success of the business, as he Is enerIlls mark, his prize.
God could provide, judging from the
what he is about.
Paul's work. The life's work of the cost of the plan of redemption, and getic and knowsvery
quiet at present.
This place Is
great apostle Is suggested by these
the
joys
foretaste
of
that
the
its
All quarreling has stopped, and the
words: "But this one thing I do." He Christian has here. Heaven is to n people
have settled down to business.
had but one purpose in view, and that Christian here what a flower garden
are planting late beans, anil
to press Into a single channel, the ac- might be to a blind man. Tho blind Some
are made that this Is the best
tivities of his life. His determinationis niHn can't locate the flowers, Ixvtuse claims
season of the year to plant beans.
Into effect
they
are
see,
to carry this purposewords:
but
ho
knows
he
can't
Indian pueblos of San Ft'Upe
"But
expressed in these
near by their fragrance. So with the andTheSanta
It lnta Christian,
Ana have better crops this
keep under any body, and bring means,
heaven, year
locate
cannot
he
thnn formerly, and nre corresubjection: lest that by any
he
see
it.
cannot
but
he
because
to others, I knows that it Is near by the sweet spondingly happy.
when I have preached
St.
In
past few days several wagon
myself shall be a castaway."
foretaste of its joys, that nre brought loads the
wool have passed here, going
of
(Paul's Idea concerning the Christian
person
through
of
tho
to the heart
religion may toe best understood by the Holy Spirit. There comes to the to Albuquerque. GeorgoM. F. Pitts, An-all
Phillip
Rolando
Ms manner of expression, regarding in-it, Christian joys that are unspeakable dres Vigil and
very sucthey
been
have
claim
that
dewhich differs from others of the
John's
full of glory. With St.
lambing
saved
and
with
heir
cessful
in the and
spired writers, to my mind,
scription and that of others of the
jioint of cleverness. His plainness ot Inspired writers, wo mav safely sny over 100 per cent of lambs to the 100
the with Mr. Guthrie, "that the celestial head of sheep, several having twins.
speech, will leave any student ofposiWe are all much pleased with the
his
to
as
excuse,
without
Bible
is not one built with hand, hence
And
is city
not hoary with the years of time a passage of the statehood bill.
tion. He claims that the Christian
rousing
majority
good
belong
now
give
a
to
not
does
he
own.
that
city,'
not bis
whose Inhabitants no census has In favor of statehood is what must
word, numbered
a.
city, through whose
to himself in nny sense of the bought
M.
ye
are
says:
"For
hence he
streets rush no tides of business, no be done.
in
God
glorify
therefore
price:
creeps
slowly
with
nodding hearse
with a
votir body, and in your spirit, which its burden to the tomb n city withthereAP"Whether
Again.
are God's."
out griefs or graves, without sins or
fore ye eat. or drink, or whatsoever serlnons, without births or burials,
ye do, do all to the glory of God." St. without, marriages
or mournings a
P:.ul was emphatically a believer in city which glories in having Jesus as
TO
rea
well
as
as
works,
a religion of
its king, angels for its guards, saints
words
these
hence,
faith,
ligion ot
for its citizens, whose walls are sal"This one thing I do," not "I think." vation and whose gales are praise."
Paul's
suggests,
for
A city that hath foundations, beautian Mr. Meyer
t MnUing as regards his life's work fully described by the poet in these
out,
and
wrought
words:
liad been carefully
was deeply rooted and grounded in "Beyond the dark and stormy bound
Last Saturday afternoon School Su
not
do,"
I
thing
That guards our dull horizon round
perlnlendent St roup mailed to The
the soul. "This one
when
doing
Evening Citizen the subjoined list
that I am thinking alout do so: not A lovelier landscape swells;
to
Itesplendant seut of light and peaco, showing the apportionment of funds
It is convenient for me many
are,
but
at as
In thee the sounds of conflict ceaso,
to tho various school districts:
that I am playi,ngnutting
into this one And glory ever dwells.
i n actnaliv
rf
Certificate of apportionment
being.
Paul
work every energy of my
school funds for the county of Berltd not substitute sentimentality for "For thee the early patriarch sighed. nalillo. New Mexico.
religion, profession for piety, talk for Thy distant beauty faint described,
I, Andrew B. Stroup, superintendservice; but he literally worked out
And hailed the blest abode;
ent of schools of said county, do herehim,
A stranger here, he sought a home.
by certify that I have duly apporthat which God had worked in
through the Spirit, day by day. as he Fixed in a city yet to come,
tioned the school fund if said county
The absolute concentration of
lived.
on this 23d day of June, 190K. The
The city of' his God."
amount of money subject to such
all his forces in the direction of
Proposals for Wood and Hay. Alheaven, characterized St. Paul as one
is $3,242.50. The total
among the greatest Christian heroes, buquerque. New Mexico. June 2.'!, niimoeir of persons of school ago Is
proposals, plainly mark- ii.4!r. The rate per scholar ir fifty
that had ever lived before him. the ll'iiti. Son-leed on the outside of the envelope, cents, which is apportioned to the
Paul's mark: Jesus Christ was
mark on which he had staked his life, "Proposals for Wood or llay. as the several sen l districts as below:
Scholars.
Amount.
with the fondest expectation, too, of case may lie, and addressed to the District.
32.00
r.4
$
winning the prize. He knight for undcrssned at Albuquerque. New 2
43.50
S7
the highest mark obtainable. He was Mexico, will be received nt the In 3
104
52.00
not willing to risk bis soul's eternal dian school until J o'clock p. m. of 4
best. Jmy ii, lmitJ, f:r furnishing and de- R
.1113
.
251.50
interest on any thing short of thesalvalivering at the school as required ii
59.50
ll'.l
He was not in the business of
34.00
ti8
tion simply for fun, nor was lie doing during the fiscal year ending June 7
He says, uii, 1Lo7, about 75 cords of wood and s
tit;
33.00
liusiness on uncertainties:
S5.00
170
"For I know whom 1 believed, and am 70 tons of hay, as per spec id cat ions i
26.50
10
53
Bidders w.
persuaded that he la able to keep that obtainable at the
17(5
88.00
which I have committed unto Him state the pneo of the wood and hay 11
. 1.C2C.00
3,252
against that day." Tho Christ life to be offered under contract. The 12 20
403.50
.
807
was the material that he dully wove supplies so offered will be sunject to 13
29.00
oS
Into his character. Such wa3 the 1m- - rigid Inspection. The right is reserved 14
71.00
142
ponance that he attached to the prize; to Teject any and oil bids and any 22
(17
33.50
lor wnicn no ran, tna-- ne couiu noijpart ot any um it uccnieu lor ine uesi 21!
56.00
112
afford a lower mark for his guide j interests of tho service. Kaon bid 2S
22.50
45
than that of Christ. Himself. The must be accompanied by a certified 34
27.00
54
true estimate put on anything may he check or draft on some united States 35
'.I'.t
49.50
determined largely by the efforts raaue depository or solvent national bank 3(i
10.50
21
to obtain it. The parent who prop- in the vicinity of tho residence of 37
15.01
31
erly appreciates education is not will-ju- g tho bidder, made payable to the or- Hit
12.00
.
24
that his child shall be taught by der of tho Commissioner of Indian 41
26.00
52
an Incompetent teacher. Nor will one Affairs, for at least 5 per cent of the 44
.00
34
who rightly values eternal life, con- amount of tho proposal, which check 45
58.50
117
sent to the leadership of mortal man, or draft shall be forfeited to the Unit 47
47.00
94
hut like Paul, he desires a higher ed States in case nny bidder receiv 4S
33.00
fill
mark, that of Christ. So much ab- ing nn award shall fall to execute 54
sorbed was St. Paul in the marie he had promptly a satisfactory contract in
$3,212.50
.G.483
Totals
chosen to guide him to the prize, that accordance with his bid,- - otherwise,
r
he said: "For to me to live is Christ, to be returned to bidder. For
Information, apply io tho SuperFollowing the Flag.
and to die is gain." That is. for me
When our soldiers went to Cuba
to live, is to further exalt Christ in intend ?nt of U. S. Indian school,
New .uexleo.
and the Philippines, health was the
the earth, but to die, there would open
up to me a larger field of blessedness.
most important consideration. Willis
Death From Loctoaw
To Paul it was a glorious thing to
T. Morgan, retired Commissary Ser
have Christ as an example and Christ Never follows an Injury dressed with geant U. S. A., of Rural Route No. ,1
as his mark, he never lost eight of. Birrklen's Arnica Salve. Its antisep- Concord. N. H.. says: "I was two
Though behind prison walls, or driven tic and healing propertied prevent years In Cuba and two years In the
Jy storms at sea. his eye was ever blood poisoning. Cnas. Oswald, mer Philippines, and being subject to
of Reusslaersvllle,
N. Y. colds, I took Dr. King's New Discov-- :
fixed on Jesus. To follow Christ was chant,
the one work of his life, the song of writes: "It cured Seth Burch, of ery for Consumption, which kept me
liia soul. That he was dead to every this place, of the ugliest sore on his in perfect healtn. And now lu New
thing that did not coincide with his neck I ever saw." Cures Cuts, Wounds, Hampshire, we find It the best mediwn idea M suggested by these words: Burns and Soes. 23c, at all drug- cine in the world for coughs, colds,
' Yea. doubtless,
bronchial troubles and all lung dis-and I count all things gists.
o
eases. Guaranteed at all druggists.
but lost for the excellency of the
.
Try a Citizen Want ad.
Trial bottle free.
Price DOc and
knowledge of Christ Jesus my Lord:'
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For full pirticulars see any agent, or address

CARNETT KING
NO PAIN SO

V.

General Agent.

yiCK.

R. STILL
Gen. Pass. Agent.

I

EL PASO, TEXAS.

DEEP THAT

IT CANNOT RE REACHED

nmlkorTED

IIY

TIIISol.D

GOOD FOR STIFF JOINTS
WOl NDS, AND ALL oi l- WARD AILMENTS if

!'S

JUL Y 4

CORflUMG,

REMEDY.

TIME-TRIE-

I,

Jl'ST WHAT YO!" NIX
fur BLISTERS
CHAFES.
;t:i.l $1 a DOTTLE.

The Great Carver, Champion Shot

of the World.
Evil Spirit of the Plains, with His Diving Horse
Combination. World's Greatest Sensational Show

IIEAT.S OLD SORES AND
I LCERS PERMANENTLY
WHEN ALL ELSE FAILS.
CERES SPAYIN, AND IS
EQEALLY GOOD t'..r RING
HONE .S: HARNESS SOKES
SOAKS INTO THE. FLESH.
CERES SHARP ACHES,
DELL ACHES. All ACHES.
PAINS OR BRFISES
MAN OR LEAST.
':

TAKE NO SEi'.STITFTE.

;:Ss::s,;NCV
NO

OTHER IS

AS G( lOD.

ns,

onCK.v nr.M.s

,.

!';'vax-,

IT IS NEEDED FOR CI TS,

FRitfEN l.IMUS.

CHIL-P.LA1N-

OR ACCIDENTS
OF ANY KIND.

POSITIVELY Cures PILES

Don't fail to see Dr. W. F. Carver
The Flying Automobile the most
in his marvelous exhibition with shot daring and awful feat of frenzied fury
gun and rifle.
the world has ever known.
His Five Famous Diving Horses
never disappointing or making a mis- take.
The World's Greatest Sensation
the Girl in Red riding the clown horse
Cupid in his
dive.
40-fo-

The Doctor offers $100 to any lady
who will successfully ride Silver King
in his
dive.
40-fo-

Excursion trains and special round
trip rates over railroad. Don't forget
the date

WEDNESDAY, JULY 4th

TRACTION PARK (Fair Grounds)
ADMISSION, 50 cents

HAS BEEN THE STANDARD LINIMENT
SIXTY YEARS.

r.rc

Automatic Phone, 292.

Colorado Phone, Blk. 93.

GOES TO THE VERY
PAIN AND PETS
ALL ACHES TO FLIGHT.
NOTHING has EVER BEEN
FOUND SO GOOD FOR
FROST-BITEIT GIYF.S
SURE AND PERMANENT
RELIEF. WORTH TRYING

KEEP IT wirm:; REACH.
FOR RHEUMATIC PAINS
I N F LAM M ATION, ST I F F
JOINTS, LUMBAGO, Etc.
A

FEW DROPS,

A

FEW RUBS
THE PAIN IS GONE.

ALBUQUERQUE,

MEXICO.

REFRIGERATORS
ICE CREAM FREEZERS
CAMPING OUTFITS

AND

YOUCOUI.D'NT

NEW

BUY A

BETTER LINIMENT IF
YOU TRIED IT'S THE
BEST, AND NEVER FAILS.
GOOD FOR MAN, BEAST
AND POULTRY.

Furniture, Crockery, Stoves and Ranges.
Agt. CHARTER OAK Steel Ranges.

CURES SORE THROAT.
A TEASPOONFUL
IN
A HALF GLASSFUL OF
WATER & GARGLE Often.

. PUT

BORRADAILE & CO.,

117 Gold Avenue

ALSO RUB THE OUTSIDE

WITH THE LINIMENT.

Don't Dispute with a Woman,
Especially, if she tells you to order a
pad; of
EMPRESS FLOUR.
Make no excuse, (it you should for
pet tho order), that you could not
grocer
find It, for every first-clas-s
handles EMPRESS. You will always
find good bread, good biscuits, good
pastry ad most Important cf sJL
good cheer to greet you when yos
come home for yoiir dinner. Try 1L
EMPRESS FLOUR 13 the Empress of
all others.

TRY IT ON A SPRAINED
LEG IN YOURSELF OR IN
ANY OF YOUR STOCK.

PENETRATES the FLESH.
GIVES QUICK RELIEF
AND A POSITIVE CURE.
NEF.D

IT ON

THEIR WORK BENCH

j

--

PAINS
lor
APPLY THIS UNI Ml-NFREELY AND KIT. HARD.

MECHANICS

EXICAN

'

Shortest, qulckett, therefor, the bett. Tha only way with two through
trains dally, carrying standard and tourist sleepers, observation Jin-Incars, chair cars and coaches. For af.y trip, anywhere, any time
TAKE THE SOUTHWESTERN.

"OR ALL INSECT RITES.

MUSTANG
LINIMENT
MEXICAN
MUSTANG
LINIMENT

DISTRICTS

Rock Island System

IT IS A Qt lCK HP.AI.r.K
WHEN APPLIHD TO CI TS
AND ALLOPP.N WOI'NDS.

IT PENETRATES

MEXICAN

PORTIONED

Between the Great Southwest and Kansas City, St. Louis, Chicago,
and all polnta North and East by the

Ct'KESOnCK I'.r.CAOi'

MUSTANG
LINIMENT
MEXICAN
MUSTANG
LINIMENT
MEXICAN
MUSTANG
LINIMENT
MEXICAN
MUSTANG
LINIMENT
MEXICAN
MUSTANG
LINIMENT

SCHOOL FUNDS

El Paso & Southwestern System

60 Years

In Use For Over

90S.

Communication Made Easy

of all Ornmerkts

--

'

MONDAY, JUNE 25.

The BEST

NO QUARRELING

"Paul's Idea of the
Christian ReligioiV'

CITIZEN.

EVENING

FOR PAINS ACHES
SOUL MUSCLES.

THERE
GOOD.

AN1

M. BERGER,

NOTHING so
RUB IT IN WELL
IS

Wholesale Agent. Albuquerque, N.

00K0 0OO0OOC

00

C

CKSC--

Bankrupt Sale of Household Goods The L 1NIM ENT of our Summer Tourist Tickets
FURNITURE
STOVES
DISHES
LAMPS
I
CARPETS
BEDDING
TINWARE
Everything to Furnish a House, and will be sold regardless of
SALE OPENS JUNE 23rd

SPEELMAN & ZEARING

cot

205 WEST C0LD AVENUE
;

SEASHORE

Forefathers

THIS STOCK CONSISTS OF

MONTE
1 lie

CARLO

undersigned haa opened

a

flrst-clas-

s

talixin, name of which Is tbe
"Monte Carlo." at 115 W. Railroad avenue, and invites the public to call
and sco liiin. The saloon will bo cons
ducted in
order, and the
oest of treatment accorded patrons.
A flue free lunch will be served every Saturday night.
L. YNDA.
first-clas-

o
lf '"ir s'.omacn troubles you do
not diiii'iinie mat there U no cure, for
a Knai many have been permanently

Unknown Frlonds.
There are many people who have
Colic. Cholera
used Chamberlain's
and Diarrhoea Jtemedy wirn splendli
results, but who are unknown becaus
they have hesitated about giving a
fo
testimonial of their experience
publication. These peopl. however
ar nme the less frieuds of tulj remedy.. They have done much towara
making It a household word by their
personal recommendations to friend
and nelghlxjrd. It is a good medicine
to have In he liome and is widely
known for its cures of diarrhoea an
all forms of bowel trouble. For sale
by all druggists.

T

0

I

MOUNTAINS OF VIRGINIA
All Points East and

NEW ENGLAND RESORTS
OP- -

I

BIG

0
J. M.

ISJWVliSi-gir-

FOUR-rNe- w

VIA m

mmm

imiisii

f

mmnilM

York Central Lines

For rates and free rinu-- nuil'er, address
STONE, Traveling Passenger Agent, 257 Main St., Dallas, Tex.

:
s

0

0000CfOSOS)00C0000C0

cured i,v chamberlain's Stomach and
Liver laMo'.s. Get a free sample at
driitf store and give them a trial.
The picnic baskets for als at tha
Tiny also cure constipation and bil- Mcintosh Hardware company's store 0
lon sv.es ...
are indispensable foi outing parties.

a'

M.

SUBSCRIBE FOR THE CITIZEN IF

YOU WANT THE HEWS

c

f

ALBUQUERQUE

MONDAY. JUNE 25, 1906.

ovlclrnt that to competitive )K)ln(s the
reduction, would have to he met, but
It wa not known whethtr tho Colorado roads would prant the three cent
rata to nil points.
Even this has now been decided
uron, It Is said, and will lnrlmlo not
only tho fare to Colorado Springs
and PupMj, on the Jvnvor aud Kio
Grande, the Colorado & Southern and
to wtstern points on the Denver &
Klo Grande. The new rate from Denver to Colorado Springs will be. $2.25,
and to Pueblo, $;i.50. instead of $2.50
Other Coloand $3.73 respectively.
rado fures will be In proportion.

TINTED

DELICATELY

DRAPERIES
(ireutly bmuijfy the home.
have n largo assortment of
1

Ml

LACE CURTAINS,

FROM...

70c up.

TAPESTRY PORTIERES,
FROM
$1.75 up.
ALL SIZES OF TABLE
SPREADS, FROM
75c up.
ROPE PORTIERES,
$3.75 up.

EVENING CITIZEN.
ES2TS3X

Albuquerque, N. M., June 5, 1906.
Mr. F. D. Schwentker, Manager Pacific Mutual Life Insurance Compnny, Albuquerque, New Mexico.
Dear Sir: I wish to thank you very kindly for the
check for $38.67, which I have today received from your
compnny In full payment for my accident claim. My
only regret Is that I did not apply for a $2,000 policy
which would have given me $10 per week for the last
twenty weeks Instead of tho $5 per week which I am receiving under the $1,000 policy. I can certainly recommend your company, to all working people especially, as
my experience fully demonstrates the value of your combination policy. For almost five months now I have been
unable to do an. work whatever and having a wife and
four children to support this accident claim has been a
source of great comfort to me during my sickness and
,
enforced Idleness.
Again thanking you, I beg to remalu.
Very truly yours,
JOB SCHMITT.
P. S. Mr. Scbmitt was severely scalded by the bursting of an Immense vat in the local brewery some five
months ago. He carried ft $1,000 policy which cost him
but $29.20 per year and provides $1,000 In case of death
and $5 a week in case of sickness or an accident and
should he live twenty years nbout the entire amount paid
in will be returned to him.
F. 3. SCHWENTKER.
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"The Santa Fe Southwest,"
The name of a finely Illustrated
pages Just Isbooklet of thirty-fiv- e
era- OF
LARGE
ASSORTMENT
sued by the passenper department of
ine uiiui re company leans nit" man
CARPETS AND RUGS.
who runs to expect a work of more
than usual Interest and merit. He
will not be at all disappointed when
D.
he opens and beplns to perns "The
bant a Fe Southwest."
Sometimes the name suggests the
BOTH PHONES.
tale. More often the tale Is ransackCORNER COAL AVENUE AND SOUTH SECOND STREET
ed for a suitable name. It is likely
that in the present Instance the exception held. But, however, that may
be, neither name nor
could easily
be bettered.
.t lil.Ijj.
"The Santa Ke Southwest" is a hoik
SETO
CHANCE
THIS
of art, and it unfolds a fascinating
story of the conditions that exist, of
the creat farms, the hannv homes.
CURE BARGAINS IN
the splendid development, tho niag- niftcent scenery, the wonderful possi- enough business to employ
M
bilities, the minny, golden days of this
HARNESS
empire reached by the Santa Fe.
but every man has
A book-keepe- r,
This empire as a whole, and Its
SADDLES
enough
business to keep account
parts, Kansas, Colorado, Texas, and
it.
To
be on the safe side,
ft
BRIDLES
the Panhandle, New Mexico, Arizona
keep a record of your business
by a
are
and
California,
all
treated
ROBES
master hand. The nianv Illustrations
transactions.
are apposite and attractive. The
AND ETC.
A bank account will furnish you
booklet will have a wide circulation.
a
record of your business if you
It is of just the right sort to catch
pay your obligations by check. A
and hold the interest of those into
We are offering some very special prices on this line of goods
whose hands it may fall, and that it
hank look Is the simplest, most
will do much good In the way of enadd It will certainly pay you to get out prices before you buy.
systematic way to keep account of
couraging
colonization and travel
receipts and expenditures.
Ymi
there can he no doubt.
CO.
have the record In y.Mir lank
In a circular letter fro niOeneral
Passenger Agent J. M. Connell, achook; the bank does the
companying each booklet, the Inforfor you.
This Is the safest, surest and
mation is given that this rather genr"ads and tho traveling 'public was eral treatise is preliminary
most convenient way to carry on
to separate
your business. A 4ank account
publications, several of which are now
ing the checking or baggage by com- ready for the press, descriptive more
does help In every transaction.
mon carriers. The bill compels com- particularly of
mon carriers engaged in Interstate touched upon inthe various sections
the work in ques- THE BANK
COMMERCE
commerce to check baggage to its des- tion.
tination of transportation
offered.
ALBUQUERQUE,
NEW
MEXICO
whether In the form of what Is known SESSION OP BOARD
as "split tickets" or regular form of
OF ADMIRALS TODAY.
on one line and a mileage or
Washington. D. C.. June 25. No one
3tK50tKO0O)O dsjosjosjcxi ticket
on
another line to desti- has
other ticket
able to find out just what
c
nation of the baggage. Tho bill Is in- will been
be the result of the sessions of
CAN NOW REACH
tended to overcome the practice of
SANTA FE AT NIGHT.
with Mauger & Avery, Boston
.Mug ' eliminate officers in the line In
H
tlofitlnatlon
whore
,
ticket
,
r
,
nav
the
ft
..
h
h
order
An order has gone forth from
Office, 321 West Gold Avenue.
to the junction point or termination of BtatII,ory nnniher
of vacancies in , the
4 the proper officials, and has been
ALBUQUERQUE. N. M.
,..
one road is offered and a mileage book
.....,
i
t..i
4 received here, to the ffect that.
- previous years
wi u, iiti
diit7i,i
lilt?
i;iJlllllitiiiuil
till
passengers leaving here on the
the bureau of navlga-- '
MERCHANT TAILORING
ing road offered. The bill makes a ro- -.
tlon announced from ,day to day the;
No. 8 train at night, will make
on the part of the railroad to number of applications filed
fusal
various UPSTAIRS, OVER NO. 209 WEST
4 connections with the Santa Fe
carrv out its terms a misdemeanor and grades for retirement, within the
re- RAILROAD
4 train at Uniy, at 10:43 each
AVENUE, O. BAMprovides
a
penalty
for
infraction.
its
suit that It was easy to figure out just
BINI, PROPRIETOR.
evening here3ftsr for the terri-many voluntary
how
Heretofore, pa- retirements
torlal capital.
W. C. NIXON LEAVES
My merchant tailoring shop Is upwould be. This had the effect of
senger train No. 2, in tho morn- THE SANTA FE ROAD, there
discouraging senior officers from ap-- ! stairs over No. 209 West Railroad aveins, was the only train from the
south, or west to make connec- This year a nue, where I solicit the patronage of
Former Agent at Albuquerque Be plying from retirement.
different policy has been adopted, the public. All work guaranteed first-clascomes General Manager of
tlon witn the branch train.
with the idea that any one who has
as I have had fifteen years' ex4
'Frisco Lines.
4 4 '4 '4 4 4 4 4 4 4 44 4 4
any idea, even the remotest, intention perience in the business. Suits made
Another former employe of the of retiring voluntary, may send in to order. CJothes cleaned, pressed ana
superintendent; of
Arthur
motive powicr on the Santa Ke, pass-- , Santa. Ke ascends to the higher bis application. In this way It is ex- -' repaired. The specific I use will not
ed through the city yesterday, bound rounds' of the railroad ladder. This pected there will be vacancies ob-- ! Injure the cloth. Indies' garments
time It is V. C. Nixon, who many of tained in the grade of captain which also cleaned and walking skirts made
tor jos Angeles.
the earlier residents of this flty will will result in benefit
!v promotion to order. Give me a trial.
Superintendent Etter, of the Rio
as Aiuunueroue agent tor n rtnwn the lino Thio i hu ,..u..
O. BAMBINI.
Grande division of the Santa Ke, was i. ebanta Ye, that rises to the iosltion for the reticance of the naval nuthori-o- f
general manager o- - the 'Frisco ties in regard to prospective retire-lineMrs. Bamtiini, at her parlors, No
in El Paso Friday from his head quarwith headquarters in St. Louis, nients. It Is evident, however, that 20!) West Railroad avenue, Is pre
ters at San Marclal. m
iiumiiun
to tiioro
""t;u lu Klv"
iiiai air. rwxou
i... sufficient applications
'v
The earnings last year of the entire go t a the 'Frisco was that ofleaves
second lor retirement to make unnecessary
Pennsylvania railroad system of over vice president of the Gulf. Colorado
Ingrowing
bunions
nails. She
and
10.000 miles reached the enormous jot Santa Ke. Previous to handling the the selection of officers 1o go out of gives massage treatment and manlcur
active
service.
total of $240,0.10,000.
reins of the Texas lints of the Santa
Ing. Mrs. Bambini's own preparation
WILL REMOVE TO
of ire. Mr. Nixon occupied positions on
S. of complexion cream builds up the
D. A.
Shope, sup rintendent
uie santa Ke, all the wav from a FIRST STREET. JULY 1, WITH THE skin and Improves the complexion,
bridges and buildings on the Wins-- j clerkship
in a station agent's office, LARGEST SOCK OF HAY,' GRAIN and Is guaranteed not to be lnjurl
low division, arrived from the west on up
iu i lie uuice wnicn ne is now leav- AND POULRY SUPPLIES IN THE ous. She also prepares a hair tonl
train No. 2 this morning.
ing. He was clerk In the loca. cflices CITY.
that cures and prevents dandruff am
E. W. FEE
hair falling out; restores life to deai
Conductor Tom Simmons of the weft I)ri"r to becoming Albuquerque agent,
many
frlend-anl
has
siH
in
i
MEN AND WOMEN. hair; removes moles, warts and suend of the El Paso Southwestern, is
who will be pleas. ,1 to bear
perfluous hair. Also a face powder,
lTw Bif it rnrapiMtnral
a few days in El Paso. He is Q'"aue
1,1 ,lls
airharica,inflam
jiiktioDt,
freckle cure and pimple cure and pill
still on crutches as a result of injuries
irriutioot or uI'Mrationa
t
! WHMr.
of in u coat meiabraoM. cure. All of these preparations
ar
in a wreck, some time ago.
THREE CENT RATE ON
Pftinleii, and Dot aitrir- - purely vegetable compounds.
7nTHCEvHSCHEMICAI
CO.
Have
or poininoui.
COLORADO ROADS.
l"l
Harry Fonts, the accommodating;
Just added a vibrator machine for
Sold hj UracsUI.
.1
l
- n.
..).... .....
nay
me
n jgy Schedule of Fares Goes Into WrWOWIUTI,0B'Jj or
k m.
fiei
tnt In plain wrapper, treatment of scalp, face and cure of
hy eiprea. prepaid, for
ueu-tiou
weens
wrinkles. It Is also used for r'neuma- turnea yesieruay irom
SI 00. or t hottlra ti.ti.
Effect on Julv 1, According to a
spent in Colorado. Mrs. Kouts
Circular Mat on raquaat. tisiu, pains and niassage.
Announcement.
in
gone
friends
on
to
a visit
has
Kansas.
Bt'Kfnning Julv 1st Hip farf on ii
"
wen Colorado!
The Rock Island management is
tl.M
' '"!
on the general
busy In preparations for extensions, .''."V,
,''nCnrtit, a m le' T,1,e ,f ads
in order to handle the business of
,hp
country on the Red river,
foiurin, it, openiUK to settlement
Id,,,,,, up.Jn at ,h; llIwt,n,(
this summer.
J
COMHINtS
) ht:8teIn. PassenRer AssiK'iation in
past
J. C. McDonald, who for the
TWO
ON
SOLID
A
SIGHTS
several months has been assistant K'jn- - w .", ,BO ,ust week- - a"d the new rator LENS, NOTHING TO BREAK
announced within a few days.
eral passenger asent of he Mexican
.
u. ..u
as ueiermineu upon as APART OR I1MTERFEKE
Central, has been appointed general tho ...o
result of an announcement made' WITH THE
passenger agent of the system. The ihe Harrtman
llnps nlso the Santa Fe
SIGHT.
appointment was made by Vice Presi- nystem that,
MANUFACTURED BY THE
the ihrre cent a milo rate
dent. C. R. Hudson, aud will become would
be
over
OPTICAL CO.
BEBB&R
them
throughout
effective July 1.
the west and in Colorado. New Mexi-- '
ALBUQUERQUE
N.MEX.
o, Arizona and Nevada itoints. It'
Traveling rvudtor George Montgomwais
ill
ery of the Santa Ke. who has been
at the home of his sister at liernalillo,
returned to his duties at San llenia-dinshaking hands witli his hosts of
friends aliotit division headquarters,
lie has completely recovered hi health
and now wears a large, healthy-lookin- g
mustache ahwig with a ruddy
complexion.

J.

EMMONS, the FURNITURE MAN
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You may not have
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ALBUQUERQUE HARDWARE

lhxk-keepin- g
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RAILROAD
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TOPICS
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W. E'.

MAUGER

WOOL
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This' Strong!
Guarantee
WITH EVERY VEHICLE WE SELL.
Any part falling by
means of defective
material or workmanship will be made good
without expense to the
owner. Irrespective of
time ft aArvlnA Tfcta
t0 prices, you can t beat ours on the

fully protects you as to quality. A
same grade oi froous.
our repair shop Is In the nana 0f skilled men and Is enuinnrf with 0
mi necessary appliances jor tiomg me Highest grnde of repairing,
U - T
hoistu lng, trimming and painting. Ring up, write or call.
D-

Albuquerque Carriage Cot

0000000ee
OF

CORNER

Albuquerque

Foundry and

W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.
t.IVERY, SALE, FEED AND TRANSFER STABLES.
Horses and Mules Bought and Exchanged.
BEST TURNOUTS IN THE CUTY
Second Street, between Railroad and
Copper Avenue.

f.

General Betiding Sopplfes

SCREEN DOORS

GOOD
TABLE BOARD. $4 A
WEEK, AT ELITE CAFE, 120 WEST
SILVER AVENUE, CLOSE TO

Both Phones

POST-OFFIC-

Third and Marquettt

CLEKNG

CARPET

Man.

''iTIWWfBBB

ing and shipping, unpacking and

Carrages

setting tip, and Is no upstart at Y
the business. There Is no other ?
just Thornton. Both 'Phones. 0
737 South Walter Street.

4

1

Thos. F. Keleher

you
what
want,
we ask
that you give

OILS, VARNISHES AND
BRUSHES.
Leather,
Harness,
Saddles, Lap
Dusters, Whips, Axle Oils, etc. Palmetto Roof Paint; lasts five years and
stops leaks. Cas'a paid for Hides and
Telts.
408 WEST RAILROAD
AVENUE.

us a ooance
to figure with

you.

J.

Wholesale and Retail, Albuquerque

& CO.,

KORBER

THIRD STREET

WE FILL

Meat Market

PRESCRIPTIONS

All Kinds of Fresh and Salt Meats.

B. RUPPE

RIGHT

203

WEST RAILROAD AVENUE, NEXT 10 BANK OF
COMMERCE.
.

At Consistent
Prices

Steam Sausage Factory.

EMIL KLEINWORT.
Masonic Building, North Third Street.

j

A. D. JOHNSON

THE CELEBRATED

O. F. O.
WHISKEY

Woolton

PLANTS

A

SPECIALTY

Ranches

HOUSE MOVING
PUMPS, TANKS

Bottled in Bond.

STEWART'S STEEL LAWN FENCE.

TheGeo.T.StaggCo.

Cor.

Distillers.
KY.

General Repair Shop.
Tracked and cruted; gaso
lino and gaa stoves repaired.
Next to Walton's drug store. South
Third street.

LOANS.

Automatic phone 451.
Room 10, N. T. Armljo Building.

199.

I

PIONCER BAKERY

SIMON

UP TO DATE SIGNS

WEDDING

CAKES

A

208 WEST SILVER AVE,

0. W. Strong's Sons

Proprietor.
(Successor to Balling Bros.)
BALLING,

A. E. WALKER,

STRONG BLOCK.

SPECIALTY.

riRK

IN3URANCE.

j

'

We desire patronage and we guar- autee first class baking.
207 South First Street, Albuquerque.

Secretary Mutuaj Building Association. Office at 217 West RjUlroas
avenue.

UNDERTAKERS

TOT I A OR Apr
Dealers in Groceries, Provisions, Hay,
Grain and Fuel.
Fine Line of Imported Wines, Liquors
and Cigars. Place your orders for,
this line with us.
'

213 213 217

Lucero

T A.

Furniture

Albuquerque, N. M.
Automatic Phone,

RANKIN & CO.

FIRE INSURANCE, REAL ESTATE.

L, H. SHOEMAKER

Sole Agents.

M

XXXXXXXaOCOCXOCICCOXXDOOO

Lead Avenue and First Street.

MELINI & EAKIN

Farms

and

Correspondence Solicited,
!
123 S. Third St.,
s ALBUQUERQUE . . . . N.

AND WINDMILLS

KRANKFORT,

RENTALS

AND

IRRIGATING

Myer,

&

Real Estate

General Contractor

Semi-Offici-

CIV

j j

S9SZ53GSSSDS
OC)COCOOCOCXJCXDC)CXXXXXXXXXWI

j

RBFOKM BIFOCUDS

if quality
and price Is

PAINTS,

n

Jsd
tho!"'
ILISTT

,

Harness ana
Saddles

PlTi

XXXXXX-eXX-

j

-

Spring Wagons
Buggies and

"yaw

Moving, pack-

Albu-spendin- g

j

Bain and CM
Hickory Wagons

2l

v

THORNTON The Cluster
Cleans everything.
He i.s the

Furniture

Machine Works

RIO GRANDE LUMBER CO.

ELITE UAFE

STEAM

T

HALL, Proprietor
ft.
Iron and Brass Castings; Ore, Coal and Lumber Can;
safUsn.
Pulleys, Grade Bars, Babbit Metal; Columns and Iron FroaU for
Buildings.
mptra on Mining mr.d mill Machinery m poetalt
Foundry east side of railroad track.
AIbsqaera.se. n. M
,

602-60-

i

FIRST STREET AND TIJERAS AVENUE.

Superintendent
Falrvlew
Banta Barbara Cemeteries.

M.
and

MONUMENTS
Second St., Both PnouM.

201 211 N.

NORTH THIRD STREET.
i

DRAGOIE

Dealer In
GENERAL MERCHANDISE.
Groceries, Cigars and Tobacco, an
All Kinds of Fresh Meat.
300 North Broadway, corner of WaaV
lngton avenue, Albuquerque, N. .

o,

n

a

Kennedy, the Santa Ke Central
at Kstancia. lias secured a
leave of absence- and will spend ihe
time In Chicago and New York. 'Ihe
News, commenting on his vacation,
says: "Johnnie" is the oldest operator
with the Central In point of service,
although probably the youngest in age,
and has an enviable reputation as an
olliging fellow, always looking to the
Interests of the companv as well i's
that of the patrons. He deserves a
good vacation and we wish him a
pleasant time on his trip.

ZEE HEM TT n

I. P.

LOST HIS TEETH AND
DELAY'S THE TRAIN
"Five minutes late'' was the answer
Station Agent Vaughn gave to Inquirers about the west hound passenger
yesterday. H:ick of this is an Interest
ing little incident. Oil the east bound
run the day previous llrakenian
became quite siek and raised
a window to indulge in the act of in
voluntarily separating from some
the viands which refused to assimilate
In doing this he accidentally lost his
false teeth. Mac marked the
where lie upheaval oi curred by the'
number on the telenraph pole and!
eoming back the nei day the engine' r
stopped the train at the proper place
and allowed Mae to get off and get his
teeth. And this is how it came that
'he train was reported 'five minutes
late." Dex'er (Ka.-.- l Iipa:eh.

i
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Imp ottanct'

BAGGAGE
A hill
' i tin- nil- :

9

at

Cut-o- ff

of The Atchison, Topeka

&

Santa

F"e

8

Railway

Bsloa is 81 miles south of Albuquerque, N. M., at the junction of the Main Line of the Santa Fe system-lead- ing
east and west from Chicago
Kansas City, Galveston and points east to San Francisco, Los Angeles, El Paso and Old Mexico

The Bclen Town and Improvement Company Own the Belen Townsite
Z. 7JJT:r"
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AW NOW FOR
CHECKING
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he Future Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico

Lticaled on the Belen

Me-lust- er

A

is
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80
ad :0taUl ,treeU- pBbUe par. Md
' .Id.. .Kb beautlfo. l.k.
0W rt.a. tree. public sckoot
i.au'j iDuaiiiiann; largest mercantile establUbmetitt In New Mexico: the Belen Patent Roller mill. csDaeltv. 156 barrels dsllrr
inrgesi snipp.ng pomt for wool. 9 tut. wheat, wine, beans sod hay In Central New Mexico. Its Importance as a great
commercial railroad cltj In the near futurs cannot
......
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or
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cost-

estimated

MAIL AND fREICHT

TRAINS OF THE SANTA FE ROUTE W.LL r,0 OVER THE MAIN LINE THROUGH TO BELEN. EAST AND
WEST NORTH AND SOUTH.
crered ar to tne center of tut city, well gTsded. (msny. of them Improved by cultivation) ; no rsnd or gravel. We need a
s
bakery, tailor sfiop. s'oos house, Jeweler, plumbing sko. !aalx3
uoi ysrri. unit nrf hrtirf. stiop etc, etc Alio s
s
modern hotel.
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OUR PRICES OF LOTS ARE LOW AND TERMS ON EASY PAYMENTS; TITLE PERFECT; WARRANTY
DEEDS
APPLY AT ONCE FOR MAP AND PRICES. IF YOU WISH TO SECURE THE CHOICEST LOTS TO
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The Belen Town and Improvement Company

JOHN BECKER, President',:

WM. M. BERQER, Secretary
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Tho groom Ik the son of Captain
GHCC"
csuazaaca
II. Hailache, who, many years ago,
was publisher and editor of the
The captain
Dally Review.
was also the receiver of the government land office at Santa Fe.
Mrs. T. C. U'1k, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs C A. Hawks, left this morning for Colorado Springs, where she
WEATHER INDICATIONS.
Office over Mandell's on Railroad
will Join General Kebo, who preceded aenue. between First and Second
several
resort
except
tMorado
Tuesday,
and
hi.r
tin.
tonight
in
Fair
You ran be remarkably cool and
strepfs.
from 8 to 12 a. m 1:30
In east portion weeks ago.
General and Mrs. l.elio to 5 p. Hours
local thunderstorms
comfortable In hot weather, bv
Hi. Auto 'phone 203.
ColIn
at
Hie
tonight.
sninmr
Cooler
sw:id
or
expect
Id
this afternoon
wearing the right kind of
southeast portion tonlgh .
Dr. Williams has practiced his proorado Springs.
clothes. One ot our
the
past
yeslerday,
fession In Las Vegas for the
From Friday until
the Sacred near! Cath- seventeen years.
ARRIVAL OF TRAINS.
members
ration
common
olic church feasted In
TICKETS (OUGHT. SCLQ
Al 4 o clock- 'this afternoon nu in- ot t.ie lord's forty days of fast. High
Snnta Fe nassenscr trains mass wa said In the mornings and
AND EXCHANGED
even-IYOU CAN PASS THROUGH THE HOT SKA SOX VERY COMwere reported on time.
visper services were he.d each
Offlot
Association
fes
decorations
sr.
Elaborate
FORTABLY, AS IX)NG AS YOU KEEP YOUR FEET COOL. OUR
Transactions
Regular meeting of the Woodmen s tooned the Interior o the church.
Will turn the trick nicely. They
Guaranteed
in
LIGHT WEIGHT SHOES AXD OXFORDS WIU DO THIS MOST
A large party of city people,
Circle for tomorrow afternoon at 2: HO
are the PROPER thing for hot
yesterday
spent,
1
"Jumbo,"
o'clock at Odd Fellows' hall.
18 W. R. R. Ave.
Trimble's
ROSENFIELD'S.
weather wear, and are even
EFFECTIVELY AND ECONOMICALLY, AND BESIDES THIS. THEY
Mrs.
re
Mr.
and
H.
of
Fillmore
Mr. and Mrs. Frank
at the valley ranch
morn comfortable than linen or
pren
C.rlegos
night
the
from
los
Hank Thomas in
turned to the city last
duck.
MAKE YOUk FEET LOOK SO TRIM AND PAIXiY.
cinct. They returned to the city late
visit to relatives at Joplln, Mo.
We can assure an amount of
repori
nunub
Mr and Mrs. R. A. Frost anticipate in the afternoon, and
SHOE STORE
ranch,
satisfaction In their wear out
leaving during the week on a pleasure had a fine time lit. the Thomas
of all proportion to the price
with plenty to eat and sweet and buttrip to south rn California.
we place on them. Blue Serges
abundance.
ln'creat
termilk
at
city,
is
.Tames Baca. Jr., of this
a.nd Scotch Twoed9 are the fa$2.50 to $4.00
MEN'S LIGHT WEIGHT SHOES
The Ilorradaile grove of lues, a
Santa Fe, visiting Mrs. Jessie
vorite goods both In single and
a
sheltered
cliy.
the
above
miles
Chapman.
few
double-breaste$1.75 to $4.00
MEN'S OXFORDS
styles.
and his aunt, Mrs. Anita
ladies
and
gentlemen
of
merry
parly
No. 121 West Railroad Avenue.
a M.
representing
Kalter.
Julius
where
yesterday,
them
50
visited
to
who
$2.00
MEN'S HOUSE SLIPPERS
i.ntu f lfvthlne house, is slewing in
was spread and "soda water"
IS ALL THAT STANDS BEsamples to local clothing merchants. lunch
WOMEN'S LIGHT WEIGHT SHOES
$1.65 to $3.50
bottles opened to tne delight olo a.i.
AlbuYOU AND COMFORT
TWEEN
good
C. K. Durbln, president of the
those
of
one
"It was
$1.25 to $3.50
WOMEN'S OXFORDS
qtierqne Gas, Electric Llglit & rower picnics," said a member of ti e part;,
company, is regisierea ai
"and we all had plenty of fun."
WOMEN'S HOUSE SHOES
$1.10to$2.50
No. 424 North Second St.
rado.
Mrs. W. 11. Hahn arrived in Las
rtnvid Rosenwald. the cigar dealer Vegas last night, and Is expected to
CHILDREN'S SHOES AND SLIPPERS
$1.00to$2.50
an
STABLE
and secretary of the twenty-sixt- h
return here tonight. Mr. Hahn Is in SANITARY BOARDING
f
nual territorial fair, nas reuirmu i" Denver. The Hahns are just returnF. T. SCHMIDT, Prop.
the city from El Paso.
ing from an extended tour of the
or
country. They left here a month ago
Colonel W. H. Greer, president
SAUCES AND CONDIMENTS.
comipniij, for the Pacific coast, toured the coast Colo, phone, Blk. 35.
i racuon
Auto., 311.
the Albuquerque Doming,
where Mrs. as far north as Seattle, visited New
night for
left
last
purchased
at
When
F. F. Trotter'a Greer Is visiting friends.
York and are now completing a circle
grocery store, are sure to bring the
Mrs. Eunice McClellan and Mis of over 5.00(1 miles travel.
C. D. Warde and family have re
right flavor to all dishes Into which Josie McDonald, who visited banta fe
f
during the past week, will return i turned to Albuquerque from Jackson
they enter. This is because we al the city th:s evening.
vllle, Klu.. after an absence of about
ways procure the best manufactured,
a" s Arker.. and.. daughter of riag- - three years. Mr. Warde has under
I.,,l.,f taken the management of the Minne
re
out
We find
first what brands are
staff are in tne city to reinam
unapolis house on South Second street
nere
Is
lady
young
liable and personally guarantee them, Inltely. The
and will proceed to put it in tne uesi
der the care of a surgeon.
shape by the liberal use of
The "Jesse James" show, under tent possible
The family has
tonight. Is no fake production, oui wall paper and paint. city
See Windows
for the past
from the
been
$83 Windows
the very best today on the stage. At- three absent
years.
tend tonight. Don't miss It.
of the
H. 1). Hetiine. city editor
A regular meeting of Mineral lodge Morntni: Journal. Is enjoying a' visit t
When we guarantee Schwab Clothes to give satNo 4 K. of P., will be neia ioiukui from his mother, Mrs. E. C. Reed, of
No. 118 and 120 South Second street at
we reiterate, the guarantee given to us by
isfaction
rank.
In
third
the
8 o'clock.
Work
part of the
I.r.uls.
latter
The
St.
Should anything prove unsatisfactory
makers.
the
b.
E. Newcjmer, K. it.
week Mrs. Reed and son will leave
we ask you to let us know and we shall make it
Rev. Thomas Harwood was In Santa on a pleasure trip to the City of Mexright.
We are fallible; discrepancies creep past
GEO. W. HICKOX.
T. Y. MAYNARD
Fe yesterday, where he attended me ico. They will return to tho states
St.
new
of us. Schwab Clothes are known as honot
the
best
the
ceremonies
dedication
by boat to Galveston, Texas, where
church.
Episcopal
they are honestly made and trimmed,
clothes
est
Methodist
John's
tiiey will embark on a steamer for a
The
and will stand a remarkable amount of wear.
voyage which will take them around
rr nenrire W. Harrisontripreturned
of sev
in tit nlht from a business
Key West.
fair minded man will find they meet his highest ex!
eral weekfl in the east. He will Join
pectations.
We have a good showing of Summer
Cltv Engineer Pitt Ross today be
Prices
his wife and children at Jemez hot gan taking grades for the proposed
Come In and look them over.
Styles.
i
springs.
The proHighland street railway.
line
range from
Tim Vow Mexican savs: Itev. frank posed new line will have Its down$10 TO $20
China
E. Deauvais of Albuquerque arrived in town terminus at the Railroad, avenue
Vin
guest
St.
at
a
will
crossing.
East
will
ascend
It
railroad
Snnta Fe and
inspection.
SEE BIG WINDOW DISPLAY.
cent's sanitarium during the next Railroad avenue to Edith, south on
Edith to Gold and thence go east on
two weeks.
Heights. The
Mrs. Wilson Is confined to her home Gold to University
Uk
grades taken now are at the request
NEW MEXICO'S LEADING JEWELERS
by illness but the store at
open. Any patronage given iu of Colonel H. A. Jastro, the financial
Gold
is
80UTH SECOND STREET.
THE ARCH FRONT.
those in attendance win oe glean; pier of the Albuquerqfte Traction
company.
appreciated.
suA. D. Hoenshel, public sehcol
Fred Harvey has cancelled Ms meat
perintendent in Raton, was a visitor
contract with tne Armour
company and Is now receiving sup in the city Saturday. Prof. Hoenshel
plies for the Harvey system irom Is conducting the In Valencia county
session at Heteachers' institute
Nelson Morris, the private packer.
len. Speas.ng of conditions at Raton,
hide
and
wool
Garcia,
the
Ellas
professor said thai they. could
merchant, and E. A. Miera, tne bun- - the
c
hardly be better; that the town was
to
returned
raiser,
sheep
county
doval
growing rapidly, owing to the openuusmesa
a
morning
irom
the city this
ing
mining property and the ad
We always knew we made good soda water. We had
trip to San Marclnl, Magdalena and vent ofof railroads, and that at least
too.
Ice
good
when
opinion
our
cream
pretty
Dut
a
of
Socorro.
twelve new business blocks were in
we see the continued Increase in the amount ot
It. L. Goodwin, the contractor and course of construction!
"I believe."
carpenter, will leave tonigiu ior ouu continued ne, "that Raton will become
these good things we sell, we are Inclined to think
Rafael, Valencia county, wnere ue one of the most prosperous cities In
that other folks think them good also. Do you? Try
goes to look over some woru in con tho soutnwest."
It, you'll see.
templation at the Catholic cnurcn in
Did i ever ccttr to you that gooi
that towu.
Mineral lodge No. 4, Knights of shoe polisnes will not only improve
Pythias, will hold thir regular meet- tne looks of your footwear, but vi.
Barnett Building
J. H. ORIELLY CO, Druggists
ing tonight at 8 o'clock. Work iu the also lncrea.-- e the wearing quality of
rank. Visiting Knights are cor the leather, and thereby reduce tin
third
Oka
S.
amount of your shoe hills? The ikiI
dially Invited to be present.
isnes we sell nave proved their good
Newcomer, K. K. s.
long ness bcyrnd a douUt, for a good many
Wholesale Distributers: McCormick Mowers, Rakes and Harso
has
that
walk
The.
board
white or tan, 10c. lt.o
adorned the premises surrounding the years."")(' Rlaek.
Presses. 3
per package. C. May's shoe
vesting Machinery: Birdsell Wagons,
First Methodist church U being torn and
up touay in preparation ui iu?iuk a store, 3it West Ranroad avenue.
fino cement sidewalk, which will help
Winchester Rifles, Shot Guns and Ammunition.
GLASS AND MEDICATED NEST
th- - appeaianco of this really beautiful
EGGS. E. W. FEE, 620 SOUTH SEC
church very much.
OND STREET.
Otero and son are ex
CLOSING OUT SALE.
pected to reach New York City from
North First Street
40 J,
Sooth First Street
We will sell out entire stock of
their European tour July 3 coming.
at a sacrifice, as all must be
They have spent the last two weeks
in France, most of the time In Paris, sold by July 1st.
THE GILBERT MILLINERY CO.
visiting Governor Otero's sister, Mrs.
Mamie O Urien.
Our ROUGH DRY work don't havf
writes
Delegate W. H. Andrews
o be washed over. Imperial laundry
to
come
will
from Washington that ho
Co.
New Mexico soon after the adjournN. M.
returning
ment of congress, llefore
Ladies always welcome, day or
One of the Largest Stocks
he will visit Pittsburg, Philadelphia evenings, at the West bowling alleys.
ana
o
and New York, partly on official
OF
The "Affidavits" are open for a
t artly on personal business.
team on
THE
Sheriff Harry Coddington of McKln-le- y hallenge from any
county, la in the city, having ar- earth, at the West Bowling alleys.
o
rived on Saturday evening with Gal- The picnic baskets for sale at the
of
convicted
was
man
who
legos, the
Mcintosh
Hardware company's store
IN THE SOUTHWEST.
murder lu the second degree ut uai are Indispensable for outing parties.
was
Gallegos
ago.
lup two weeks
RAILROAD AVE.
o
lironHit hpre to li Hontonced bv Judge
Give us your ROUGH DRY work,
WATCHES
Monday, and get Is back Wednesday.
Abbott.
Diamonds, W&tcthea, Jewelry. Cut Glass, Clocks, Silverware, We Invite
CUT GLAUS
CHINA
The Evenlue Citizen has received mperial Laundry Co.
your trade and guarantee A SQUARE DEAL.
a card aunouncing tho marriage of
In
picnic
Mcin
See
baskets
the
the
Arthur I.ee Hailache to Miss Annie tosh
Fine Watch Repairing a Specialty
Cor. Second aiul Cj"M
WHITING. HLOCK
Deborah Dodge at tho Hotel Manhat window.Hardware company's display
tan, New York City, on Friday, June
SCREEN TIME IS COMING.
Window screens, 7 cents per foot.
A home made door, with trimmings
M
for $1.25.
Wo sre making window screens all
mortised together, and as strong as
door, for 7 cents a square foot. A
screen door,
or
that
POST & COMFANY
to E.
will outlast any door shipped In here
ironi the cast, togetner witn trim
k sWwij
mines, for 11.25.
e make the regular shop made
screen doors that have always cost,
heretofore. J2.00 to $2.25, for $1.50.
SUPERIOR LUMBER AND
PLANING MILL CO.
o
Get your team together, boys and
come down and beat the "Affidavits"
at the West bowling alley.
22.
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AH'U-querq-

PERSONAL

Dr.B.M.Williams
.DENTIST.

When the Weather
Is Warm

'.'CI.

Buy a Pair of Our Cool Shoes Today

two-plec-

Outing Suits
$8.50 to $20

i

R.R.

1

WM. CHAPLIN'S

MBS! Fine Shoes

London Club

old-tlm-

LIVERY COMPANY

S8.50 to S20

STERN
SIMON
Railroad Avenue ClotHier

Store
The Golden Rule Clothing
Saving
The Store for Style, Service and

.

CLOTHES SATISFACTION

4

F. F. TROTTER

The Hickox - MaynarcJ Co.

O

Pickard's Hand
Fine new
Painted
just arrived.
We invite your

to

o

a

Whitney Company

Tasty Fountain Beverages

LUMBER,

CEMENT,

Alaska Refrigerators,
White Mountain Freezers,
Blue Flame Oil Stoves,
Gasoline Stoves.
Lawn and Garden Tools.

SASH,

Mead Hay

Doors, Glass, Paint and

REX FLINTKOTE ROOFING

MAIL. ORDERS PROMPTLY FILLED

Albuquerque Lumber Co.

First and Marquette,

m

ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO

"

Albuquerque,

Diamond

403

U3, U5, H7

Mil-ner- y

S. Vann & Son

Palace

DIAMONDS

JEWELERS
A

Subscribe for the Citizen and Get the News

u ting

WlclNTOSH HARDWARE COMPANY

$3a&09

WHITE DUCK TROUSERS
extra well made; per pair only

Sole Agents for the BURLINGTON OUTING BASKETS
pococcocoeoooooo

S-- 0

PROSPECTIVE BUILDERS.
nwiiemtier. Eureka U the only lime
sold here that will not pop, crack or
Mister in the wall. See that It Is
specified in your contract.

$1.25-$1.5- 0

MMHM298ESZ30K1

E. L. WASHBURN CO.

in

are indispensable for outing parties.
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OurWindow

HAHN & CO.
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See Display

The picnic baskets for sale at the
Mcintosh Hardware company's store

the picnic baskets In the Mcln
Hardware company's display

wmdow.

Wett Gold

J.

Successors

Made of light wool crash and nobby light
flannel, just the thing for hot weather; pair

G9

t

tt
It

122

8. Second

FRESH CUT FLOWERS.
IVES, THE FLORIST.

OOtK3CCOO0OOO0

213 West Railroad Avenue

ALBUQUERQUE,
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NEW MEXICO I!

